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ADVENTURES 
OF A 
MATHEMATIC 

Lena Vurna and Thor Klein
Feature Film / Germany
Adventures of a Mathematician is a humorous drama about the life 

of the Polish mathematician Stanislaw Ulam. The movie is based 

on the autobiography with the same title and is an engaging ride 

through 20th century science with all its geniuses. Stan Ulam made 

the hydrogen bomb work and helped to develop the first computer. 
Along with his best friend Johnny von Neumann and others he gave 

birth to the digital age. It’s the warm-hearted story of an immigrant 

who tries to find a new home, while the world around him explodes 
in war. History seen through the eyes of a compelling young man 

with a great mind and an even greater sense of humour who has 

to deal with a traumatic past and the pursuit of happiness in the 

nuclear age. Europe is a difficult place in the 30ies. Like today 
the world is recovering from a huge financial crisis and radical 
rightwing forces are getting upwind. A bad climate for Jews like 

Stan. In these years the scientific community in America is looking 
for talent. Their foundations tour through Europe to cast young 

scientists and convince stars like Einstein to come to the US.  While 

the war is going on Stan has trouble to survive in the US. He earns 

little money and takes huge loans to support his friends and family. 

Stan desperately needs a job and he finds it at a strange place called 
Los Alamos. There, his fellow European immigrants become like a 
family, but even they can’t help him in his darkest hour, when he 
learns that his sister had died and that there is no one left in Poland. 
At the same time it´s the hour of his greatest triumph. Alongside 

Johnny von Neumann he develops the first computer. He also tried 
to prove that the biggest bomb on earth wouldn`t work. By doing so 

he finds the solution and has the doubtful honour to make it work.   
Adventures of a Mathematician is a humorous moving personal 

drama. A story that reflects upon a quantum leap in history and 
bridges it with today’s world and their challenges.

A humorous ride 
through 20th century 
science based on the 
autobiography by 
Polish mathematician 
Stan Ulam.
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Contact Information
Thor Klein/ writer & director

+49 163 611 08 56
thorsten_klein@aol.com

https://www.facebook.com/TKRegie/

Lena Vurma/ producer Germany
vurma@dragonflyfilms.de

Joanna Szymanska/ producer Poland

szymanska@shipsboy.com

Production
A Polish-German Co-Production/ In Development/ English/ 115 
Minutes/ Budget 3Mio€/ supported by the German Polish Film 
Fund (PFI, MDM, Medienboard).

About the Author
Thorsten “Thor” Klein is a writer/director based in Berlin.

After working in Munich as a journalist he studied at the 
prestigious Film- and Television Academy Berlin (dffb) where 
he graduated in 2008. Lost Place his feature debut was the 
first German Mystery-Thriller shot in 3D and mixed in Dolby 
Atmos. It was released theatrically by Warner Bros and sold 

worldwide. Ghosts of India, currently in packaging and 
financing won the IndoGerman screenwriting award, got 
funding by medienboard, took part at the eave workshop 
2015 and got selected for the Frontieres Co-Production Market 
2016. Adventures of a Mathematician is his current project 

in development. He received script development funding 

in February 2016 by the German-Polish Film Fund. Thor got 
selected for the Reykjavik Int. Film Festival talent lab in October 
2015 and was invited for the artists in residency of the Bothy 
Project in Scotland in Dec 2015 and for an artist in residency 
on a deserted island in Panama in April 2016 by La Wayaka 
Current. He gets represented by Kiepenheuer und Wietsch as a 
writer and just got signed for his first novel by literary agency 
Herbach & Haase.

Award-winning Swiss producer Lena Vurma is based in Berlin/ 
Germany. She graduated at the dffb and won the Film Prize of 
the Robert Bosch Foundation with the animation film The Little 
Red Paper Ship. Her first feature Lost Place, a mystery-thriller 
got her the nomination for the newcomer producer award by 

First Steps 2014. She graduated in Oct 2015 at eave European 
Producers Workshop with her project Ghosts of India and was 
part of the Producer´s Network Cannes 2016. She is also Head 
of Acquisitions for German independent film distributor NFP 
m&d and acquired titles such as The Brand New Testament, The 
Lunchbox and The Salt of the Earth.

Note Of Intent
Stan Ulam was present when a century changed. In his book 

Adventures of a Mathematician he tells his observations in 

humorous anecdotes rather than equations. His creativity 
brought him in contact with all the iconic figures in his life 
like his best friend John von Neumann, Enrico Fermi or 
Albert Einstein. He described them in a very personal light as 

people with hobbies, worries and often funny and unexpected 
idiosyncrasies. Stan’s adventurous life tells the story of an 

immigrant, who had a special gift and helped to develop the 
two distinctive machines of the 20th century - the ultimate 

tool for creation and the ultimate way of destruction: The 

computer and the hydrogen-bomb, two inventions from 
almost spiritual quality that are linked with his name forever. 
Stan Ulam lived in an intermediate place, in New Mexico. A 
European community within the US, where the friendships 
with his fellow Europeans became the substitute for the lost 

families. And while Stan and his friends tried to find a new 
home and struggled financially they fled into science and 
created a technological Utopia without being aware of it. By 

telling this dramatic struggle with a sense of humour and 

an Eastern European twinkle in the eye, I like to recreate the 
special atmosphere of that time and allow the audience to 

see the world change in front of them. But not necessarily 

expressed through pompous set design and mushroom clouds 
but through the faces of young men like Stan and his friends 

and their lives as refugees, as wives, husbands and parents. 
I see a very emotional journey that overcomes boarders and 

moves against a bittersweet ending. It’s a touching story told 

with a tearful wink. A little like if Milos Forman would have 
directed The Theory of Everything. 
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LILLEHAMMER - THE 
HUNT FOR ALI HASSAN 
SALAMEH

Yaniv Berman and Tony Copti
Feature Film / Palestine
In the early 1970’s the Israeli Mossad organization (The Israeli 
intelligent agency) targeted Palestinian legendary fighter 
Ali Hassan Salameh, who gained his “reputation” when he 
allegedly took part in devising the Munich Olympics attack 
in 1972. Salameh, a playboy by nature and a very charismatic 
persona, was a rising star in the Fatah organization, aiming 
to establish relationships with the Americans and open the 

fighting organization to more peaceful options, also knew that 
like his father before him he couldn’t escape death. Seven long 

years Mossad agent Mike Harrari chased Salameh in a cat-

mouse hunt, during which he went through a colossal failure 
that changed his life forever and the way the whole world 

looked at the Mossad.

To hunt a 
man you need 
a reason. 
They’ve found 
one.
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Contact Information
Yaniv Berman / Tony Copti 
Emails:  tony@frescofilms.com , berman.yaniv@gmail.com

Production
Production company: fresco films  / 3B Production    
 

Producer: Tony Copti      
 

Co-Producer: Jean Brehart 
Director & Script writter: Yaniv Berman
Title: Lillehammer – The hunt for Ali Hassan Salameh
Language: Hebrew, Arabic, English
Shooting format: HD (ALEXA CAMERA)
Locations: Israel, Palestine, Norway
Genre: Fiction
Length: 90 minutes

About the Author
Born in November 1977 in Haifa, Israel, Yaniv is a graduate 
student from the MFA program at the Film and Television 
Department at Tel-Aviv University. Yaniv is a producer and 
directed of fiction and documentary films. 
Yaniv is also a producer and a director of commercials and 

corporate films. 

Note Of Intent
Most of the time we are prisoners of our current history 

misconceptions. The long-time struggle between Israel and 

the Palestinians has made a lot of them. The story of the 

Munich Massacre in 1972’s Olympic games was a turning 
point which changed the way the two rivals are fighting each 
other, or better yet, the way the world media perceive and 
understand it. Ali Hassan Salameh is a very unique character, 
a man who believed in breaking the rules even within his 

own very strict organization. He could do it because he was a 

born leader and very charismatic. He made it to the top of the 

Fatah, married the Lebanese Miss Universe and lived a very 
wild life. With open views on the world, he could have been 
the right leader in the right place & time. But history and fate 

couldn’t let it happen. Mike Harrari of the Mossad was the 

best warrior the Israeli intelligent could have. He was their 

ever successful “James Bond”, fighting the “bad” and coming 
back with his crew from the depth of hell, always bringing 
the best results. When he was given the task to eliminate Ali 

Hassan Salameh, he finally have found his equal nemesis, and 
it led to a disastrous mistake who would take years to erase 

and that smeared the legendary appeal the Mossad had on the 

world. This failure is called Lillehammer and it’s the turning 
point of this story. Finding ways to kill Salameh is not only a 
one man challenge, but also a chess game move of a politically 
overtaken nation. While Mike saw in Ali his own failing 

carrier, the Americans saw in him their chance of middle-
eastern foot hold and the right-wing Israeli government saw 

in him a threat to a politically movement aiming to deepen the 

war with the Palestinians. In this fight there are only losers, 
and even today we are still paying the price of past mistakes: 

There is no peace, no true leaders and no hope – and in 
Lillehammer the whole world could see it coming….
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ERIK THE CAT

Bjoen Ekeberg
Feature Film / Norway
Erik the Cat is a human-animal love story told from the point of 
view of a little forest cat, who is captured by the heartbroken 
viking Leiv Eiriksson. 

The cat is thrust into an adventure on the high seas with giant, 
crazy humans and their fierce animals — primadonna pig, 
angry dog, terrified cows, scheming sheep, and an old goat. 
Nobody has seen a cat before and his presence causes chaos 

on board and on land. They call this alien creature Erik, for 
like Leiv’s father, he’s wild, unpredictable and fighting for his 
freedom. But they soon come to see in him magical powers, 
for Erik will save the vikings, show them the way to the new 
world and lead Leiv back to his love. A story about humans and 
animals being in the same boat, Erik the Cat will be a film that 
appeals to a broad audience internationally. Children (6 and 
up) will revel in the unique visual perspective that mirrors their 
own (from the ground up) and adults will be delighted by the 
characters. One dash Ratatouille, one dash Life of Pi, this film 
will show us how to identify with animals (who actually behave 
like animals, not little humans!) and let us see the craziness 
of the human world from the point of view of the creatures 

we depend on. And let us feel the inspiring bonds that are 

possible between us. 

?

How Leiv 
Eiriksson 
discovered 
America. 
Thanks to his 
cat.
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Contact Information
bjorn@drbjorn.no

+47 906 46 006

Production
- Animated feature, 70 mins+
- In development, first draft of screenplay exists in Norwegian, 
rewrite in progress.

- Main producer will likely be based in Norway, but to finance 
an original story for animation requires international co-
producers, minority or majority stake.

About the Author
Bjørn Ekeberg (38) is an Oslo-based screenwriter developing his 
own original ideas. He has recently written the TV drama series 
Valkyrien, currently in post-production, to be broadcast on NRK 
and internationally in 2017. The historical WWII feature biopic 

Quisling, about Norway’s most infamous man, is currently in 
financing. His animated political satire series, The Playground, 
which he also produces, is in development for TV 2 in Norway. 
Moreover, he’s currently writing one new feature films and a 
new TV drama series for 2016-17.

Bjørn received the Arts Council Norway grant for dramatists 
(2012-13) and holds a PhD in Political Science and History of 
Thought from University of Victoria in Canada (2010). He writes 
in both English and Norwegian. See also www.drbjorn.no

Note Of Intent
Erik the Cat is an original idea inspired by an old viking legend 
of Leiv Eiriksson’s first encounter with a cat in mainland 
Norway. It is also based on historical research about the vikings’ 

unique relationship to animals, who regularly came with them 
on ocean voyages, as well as Eiriksson’s famous discovery of 
Wineland (America).
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SARULA, HER HORSE, 
AND THE SHADOWS

Yao Lu
Feature Film / China
Sarula is the bravest 6-year-old Inner Mongolian girl. After her 
beloved grandfather passed away, her parents sells the horse 
Bao, who is her best friend, to a sheep owner. She rescues Bao, 
and takes it on a journey to Root River — the northernmost 
forest — to set him free. Along her journey accompanied by 
shadows, she will meet different people, experience the world 
and the lives. The world is fine. But the moon has risen; and the 
moon is so bright. The horse is waiting, let’s go further. 

Sarula, the bravest 
6-year-old Mongolian 
girl, accompany by 
the shadows, takes 
a long journey to the 
northernmost forest of 
Inner Mongolia, to set her 
horse free. 
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Contact Information
sido826@gmail.com
+86 152 1439 6037

Production
The film is going to be produced under a low budget, with non-
actors from Inner Mongolia, and with a small and tight crew. 
The main idea is to capture wind, to capture natural light and 
shadows through the eye of camera. Camera sees shadows we 
don’t see. I want to take the record of those magical moments in 

daily life: the sudden breeze, the floating shadows, the whisper 
of trees. We are going to create, for example, the shadow 
of a boat on the mountain, with lighting and boat-shape-
paperboard, not through after effects, in order to crack open 
a gap between reality, poetry, and fantasy. Most importantly, 
I want to work with the actors and crew member in a way 

of telling a story together, not just “produce a feature film”; 
starting with the making of the film, to experience the freedom 
and drifter spirits.

About the Author
Yao Lu is a Chinese writer director. She started writing for 
national literary magazines in middle school, had many poems 
and short stories published. She studied Chinese Linguistic 
and Literature in college, published a collection of her works 
in 2006. After graduating from Fudan University with an MA 
degree in Comparative Literature, she entered the Columbia 
University School of Art becoming an MFA candidate in Film 
Directing. Her thesis film Peony Pavilion went into the Jury 
Honors of Columbia Film Festival 2015, and was selected the 
semi-final of the 42 Student Academy Awards. 

Note Of Intent
“Sarula, Her Horse, and the Shadows” is a story about drifters 
and freedom. Inner Mongolia borders on my hometown. 

I went there several times, as a holiday visitor, and I was 
amazed by the wind, the grass field, and the mountains. I 
always want to shoot a film there, telling its story. With a 
rough story idea bearing in mind, I went to Inner Mongolia 
again last spring, for a deep and thorough visit/interview. 
The journey ended up in changing the story completely. I 

went on a road trip, starting from a small town Haji, all the 
way up north to the forest in Root River, as Sarula’s path 
in the film. At first I had a harsh and sad story, about how 
Inner Mongolians dealt with the transition from nomadism 

to modern life style, how they experienced the pain of losing 
connection with mother nature, and how they came across 
the thorn of lives. To my very surprise, I didn’t witness the 
“suffer and pain” I expected as a girl from modern city, or as 
a young filmmaker who was eager to find supporting details 
for her story. I was warmly welcomed by all the strangers. I 

went to a mountain summer pasture. The herdsmen couple 

had almost nothing: no water, limited solar power, a little 
fresh vegetables and fruits. But they treated me with their best 

food. When I went out to the “restroom” (a pit in the field) at 
night, the wife followed me out, standing next to me quietly. 
She thought I was going to be afraid of the darkness and the 

barking dogs. Inner Mongolia is a province that highly under 

development. But Inner Mongolians are not suffering. They 
treat people with great fairness and tenderness. It was super 

shallow, arrogant, and biased for me, to presume how they 
must have been coming across “the thorn of lives”. When I was 

a little girl, I wanted to be a drifter, who was free and curious, 
wondering around world, collecting stuff. But somehow 
through many years of lives and educations, through desires 
of my own, and successes of other’s, I have almost became the 
opposite of a drifter: a utilitarian. A great artist has an open 
heart, a wonderful curiosity, and a free, fearless spirit. When 
Sarula rescues her horse, taking him to the deep forest for 
freedom, I want to do the same thing to my storyteller heart. 
“The moon has risen/ over the flowery hill/ horse waits for me/ 
everything is fine in this world/ but the moon is so bright/ let’s 
go further.” I wrote this poem after my trip in Inner Mongolia. 
There is something bigger than the world’s value system, than 
the economic and political issue; I’m not quit sure what it is, 
but it is there. It is so true, like the moon and the shadows, 
wind and salt. If I could take Sarula and Bao to the forest, I 
might even find it. I need some help to take them there. When 
we get there, the moon will be so bright, and it will be time to 
go further. .
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THE OTHER 
WAR

Ursula Romero and Francesco Carrasco
Feature Film / UK
An unheard of tale set in Colombia during the II world war, 
when John Smith goes on a mission to find plague resistant 
cauchuc seeds.  These are decisive in winning the war. 

ANDRE, another spy and scientist, of French German origins, 
will try to stop him.  

Mixed up in this complex story are Alicia, a Colombian beauty, 
ISIDORO, a half breed indigenous, who is looking for his roots 
and PACHACUARY, an indigenous, who will be ANDRE’S ally.
This adventure transforms all characters during a journey 

that will take place between Bogota and the Amazon. When 

they are just about to find the seeds, something unexpected 
happens.

An untold spy story 
during the II World War 
in Colombia that takes 
the north American John 
Smith on a mission to 
find plague resistant 
cauchuc seeds.  Finding 
these will win the war. 
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Contact Information
FUNDACION IMAGEN LATINA Telefax: (572) 5576738 Mobile 
(57) 3155300045
Cali - Valle Colombia - South America
E-mail: Alberto Dorado: doradoalberto@yahoo.es

Production
The Scriptwriter of the project, José Antonio Dorado Zuñiga, 
has done an extensive historical research on the true story 
that the film is based on.  So far, the development of the 
script has been supported by the Film Development Fund of 
the Colombian Ministry of Culture and by Ibermedia, a Co-
Production program for Latin American films. As a result, the 
current draft of the script is version three. The original language 
of the current draft is Spanish and an English translation is 
available. We are currently in the process of applying to script 

workshops in order to further develop and publish the next 
version of the script.  Beside the script development, we have 
worked on a thorough production research and planning. 

The project has already a comprehensive financial plan, a 
complete budget breakdown and a detailed production schedule 

spanning from pre-production to the final delivery and 
distribution of the film.   The two main Production Companies 
of the project have agreed on certain financial and production 
commitments. Their commitment covers 30% of the project’s 
budget and includes direct financial support and provision of 
equipment.   Aiming to potential co-production agreements, 
the project has been submitted to various international festivals 

and markets and subject to the applications’ success; it will be 
presented within 2016 to a wide audience of film professionals 
and organizations.”

About the Author
Jose Antonio Dorado was born in January 16th of 1960 in 
Bolivar-Colombia. He has a bachelor’s degree in Social 
Communications and a Master’s degree in Colombian 
and Latin-American Literature, with a specialization in 
Audiovisual Practices. He is professor in the School of Social 

Communication at the Universidad del Valle. He wrote the 
screenplay and directed the film EL REY, Colombian entry for 
Best Foreign Film in Academy Awards 2005 (USA), nominated 
in Goya Awards 2005 (Spain), and Best Colombian Film in the 
Bogotá Film Festival. He has participated in the production of 
documentaries and fiction projects, which have been broadcast 
nationally and internationally. His next project currently under 
development and soon to be shoot, is Skin Dance—the story of 
a woman whose world changes when she decides to live new 

experiences and becomes involved in the environment of drug 
trafficking where money, ambition and the myth of female 
beauty blossom.

Note Of Intent
I have been working on this story for the last 10 years. The 

time Ι dedicated on research for this project, helped me to shed 
light on an unknown period of Nazi Colombia, and allowed me 
to reflect on the visual process. I took the liberty of writing an 
independent story, considering various aspects of the period, 
which is narrated from the point of view of a Latin- American 
indigenous half breed, who creates a different look at World 
War II, in order to cause excitement, evoke memories and 
thinking. I am interested in the aesthetics of Film noir, in 
reminiscing about espionage films and the historical period in 
question. It is a defined approach that allows me to present a 
particular poetic vision, through almost unknown urban and 
jungle sceneries; the half-darkness, the clandestine sheltering 
of underground meetings, which cast light on the depths of 
human conflict. In the framing we shall keep in mind not 
only pictorial composition and the management of light 

and motion, but also a respectful way to capture the natives. 
Usually the European or American explorers that visit our 
territories use high-angle shots, minimizing the natives or 
the community in question. Our proposal is to use eye-level 
or low-angle shots, without going into the other extreme 
of not understanding their human condition, because they 
are neither saints nor perfect beings, but human beings in 
conflict. As cinematographic references I have taken the 
following into account: The Duellists (1977) by Ridley Scott 
and Apocalypse Now (1979) by Francis Ford Coppola. The films 
Werner Herzog made in the Amazon: Aguirre, the Wrath of 
God (1972) and Fitzcarraldo (1982). But I was mostly inspired 
by the story I stumbled upon while shooting the documentary 

“APAPORIS, Secretos de la selva” in the Amazon and the 
gigantic waterfalls on the river Apaporis. Due to the situations 
I’ve experienced, I have discovered areas of controversy within 
the exogenous look and global policies, in regards to the 
plundering of the jungle.  Personally, I undertook this project 
as an exercise of expressing my own ethnic condition, as a 
Colombian with indigenous ancestors, and of viscerally and 
respectfully observing the history of these unknown corners of 

our jungles. 
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NON 
SMOKING 

Diana Plopeanu
Feature Film / Romania
Dana is a slightly immature photography student. She’s 
currently working on her graduation project. Her life turns 

upside down when she breaks up with her boyfriend, disrupting 
not only her day by day lifestyle, but her creative sense, as well. 
What follows is a period of vague displacement, struggling 
to get over the break up and searching for inspiration, while 
at the same time trying to keep the other relationships in 

her life afloat. She has a lot of trouble moving forward and 
frequently makes poor decisions which affect not only herself, 
but the people around her, too. Pressure increases as the end 
of the school year is getting closer and she finds herself in the 
impossibility to take her graduation project any further. She’s 

constantly taking photos, but feels like she’s failing. Eventually 
she’s struck by the realization that the only controllable aspect 

of life are her own actions. And, as a bonus, she gets to use all 
the photographs which document her post-break-up period to 

put together the long awaited graduation project.

Growing up is 
like smoking a 
cigarette. It makes 
you look cool, 
but you feel a 
little lightheaded 
afterwards.
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Contact Information
Phone number:  +40 761 685 981/ 
E-mail: plopeanu.diana@yahoo.com

Production
Filming on location I believe would be the most appropriate 
option for an authentic depiction of the story. There are several 

locations in the script, all of them being integrated into an 
urban landscape (as the action takes place in a big city). The 
exterior/interior alternation is quite equilibrated, with the 
balance leaning just slightly towards interior locations – 60% 
to 40%. The exterior scenes are mainly concentrated on the 
streets of the city, only one of them being placed in a park with 
a view towards a lake. The action takes place in April through 

the middle of May with most of the scenes being marked by 

heavy rain or cloudy weather. Also, there are about 3 scenes 
which unfold during nighttime. The main character is a girl of 

about 22 years old. There are three supporting characters, one 
other girl (Dana’s best friend) and two boys of approximately 
the same age. It’s important for the boys to be kind of artistic 

looking or, in any case, not the athletic type as they will be 
playing two musicians. In addition, there are four episodic 
characters. Two of them are a woman and a man around the age 

of 50, Dana’s mother and father. The other two are men, one of 
about 35 years old, the other one of about 70. A couple of scenes 
will also require a number of extras necessary on a bus, on the 
university ground, in a coffee shop and lastly, on the streets of 
the city. In the latest version of the script I only used diegetic 

music, like the one Dana is listening to on her phone or the one 
that’s playing in the club scenes. Other than that, the action is 
pretty quiet, the important moments of the story being marked 
mostly by silence rather than music. Basically, the story doesn’t 
require any sound (or visual) effects other than the usual ones 
that can happen in real life under a given circumstance.

About the Author
I am a young aspiring screenwriter. I graduated from the 

National University of Theatre and Film “I.L.Caragiale” 
(Bucharest, Romania) in 2015, with a major in screenwriting. 
This is my first feature film script, until now having written 
several short films one of which earned me the Best Script 
award at the miniMidpoint intensive script development 

program (2014) held during the CinemaIubit student film 
festival in Bucharest. 

Note Of Intent
The reason why I decided to write this story was because it 

kept creeping around in my mind for years. For a long time, 
I have been playing with the idea of a young girl who breaks 

up with her boyfriend and wakes up to a whole different 
world, struggling to redefine her sense of self and trying 
all the while not to ruin the other relationships in her life 

in a society in which human interaction is becoming more 

and more dysfunctional. It just seemed important for me to 

understand the deeper meanings and implications of such 

an apparently indistinctive life event and how it is a pivotal 

piece of the whole coming of age drama. For me this story 
has a very intimate meaning given the fact that it is inspired 

by something I had to face when I was younger. That got me 

thinking about how there are certain life events which can’t 

really be eluded by anyone. Everybody has to go through 

them in order to move forward and achieve a certain level 

of maturity. Heartbreak, struggle, loss, anxiety are all part 
of life, part of growing up, part of discovering an individual 
sense of self. And even though the process in itself is not very 

pleasant, on the long run that’s what makes us who we are. 
Most of the times it’s these things that give us a push in the 

right direction. This is, in short, what I want an audience to 
take away from this film. The idea that no matter what one 
has to face in life it will add to their strength of character and, 
ultimately, to their own capacity of seeing and understanding 
the world and people around them. 
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DEATH IN 
CORFU 

Dimitris Argyriou
Feature Film / Greece
The beautiful island of Corfu will be the setting of a heinous 
act of revenge…A series of atrocious murders spread shock 
to the island. Head of the investigation is the police inspector 

Alexandros Kazantzakis, and Christina Tzavrou, police 
photographer, is a member of the investigative team. Christina 
is close friends with Kira Damianidi, who specialises in S&M 
games. Together they will try to solve the crimes and find 
the perpetrator. The first victim is a doctor, Yiannis Mastoras, 
whose body is found roughly murdered in one of the island’s 

beaches, while the second victim’s dead body is discovered 
brutally abused and hanging from a tree. Investigations in 

combination with the anonymous packages with bizarre 

notes and information about the victims’ identities, which the 
inspector receives, lead to a story from a long time ago, but 
which has not been forgotten, a story from the time of the Nazi 
occupation. Two more victims follow, Maria Founaki, whose 
dead body is discovered in the room of a psychiatric clinic, 
where she was an inmate, and the German Fred Stolke, whose 
murdered body is found in the freezer of his restaurant. It arises 

from the investigation that all victims were members of the 

same German Nazi organisation and were direct descendants 
of Nazis, who were actively involved in torturing for allegedly 
medical purposes and murdering children in concentration 

camps, children who were abducted from Greek villages that 
were completely destroyed by the occupation forces. One of 
those children was the brother of Kira Damianidi, Yiannos, who 
died in a concentration camp, and Artemis’ sister, who was an 
inmate in the island’s psychiatric asylum. The investigations of 

the police team point at Kira, who committed these murders in  
the name of revenge. 

It is never 
too late for 
revenge!
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Contact Information
Dimitris Argyriou
Oranienstrasse 168, 10999, Berlin, Germany
0049 17693652511 
dimitris_argiriou@hotmail.com

Production
The project will be shot in Corfu Island. It would be a German - 
Greek co-production.

About the Author
Dimitris Argyriou graduated from Dept. of Audio & Visual Arts 
at Ionian University in Greece and he studied with Erasmus 
scholarship at Universität der Künste Berlin (UDK-Berlin) 
in Germany. He has participated at Berlinale and Sarajevo 
Talents as director. His short films has been selected in more 
than 300 international film festivals & events and have gained 
more than 20 awards for his films. Currently, he is working 
as director and editor in Berlin and he is preparing his debut 

feature film, “Death In Corfu”. Except his film work, he is the 
founder of the NEW BORN Short Film Agency, programmer of 
International Short Film Festival in Berlin- Interfilm, head of 
New Vision section in Hellas Filmbox Berlin and head of short 
film programming at International Film Festival in Patmos.

Note Of Intent
Death in Corfu is based in the novel Tod auf Korfu (Death in 
Corfu) by Ronnith Neuman, which was published in Germany 
(2007) and in Greece. I have the option of the rights and I 
would like to transfer the novel to the big screen. It will be a 

psychological thriller film. Why am I interested in this novel? 
My dad gave me the Greek edition of “Tod auf Korfu” (Mistirio 
stin Kerkyra) to read it during my military service (2012). It 
was a year later, since I had graduated from department of 
Audio & Visual Arts at Ionian University, which is based in 
Corfu.  Since, I spent six years in beautiful island of Corfu 
and I was always interested in stories that have to do with 

nazis, revenge and crimes, I fall in love with the plot of this 
novel and I thought that it would be a great film. I spent two 
years thinking about the novel, before I decided to contact 
the author and ask for an option of the rights, in order to 
make it a film. The recent political events in Greece and the 
current situation in Europe with the raise of the Neo-Nazis 

movements almost everywhere, only make stronger my 
motivation to make this project. As visual references, I have 
the films The Girl with Dragon Tattoo by Niels Arden Oplev, 
Seven by David Fincher and Marshland by Alberto Rodriguez.
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KARMA

Armando del Rio
Feature Film / Spain
A couple of lovers, in the Middle Ages, is assaulted in the 
best moment of their lives by a soldier, in an action of cruel, 
gratuitous and wanton violence. She is raped and murdered 

in the presence of her lover, who dies while watching the fatal 
outcome.

Destiny will link again these two victims with their killer, 
reincarnating them together in other lives, in different times 
along almost one thousand years. The man in love places his 

wish for revenge and his hate for the soldier above any other 

thing (although in an unconscious way because they forgets all 
his previous lives in each one of the following ones ), leaving 
aside his twin soul and creating a Karmic Wheel, out of which
they will not be able to leave along seven lives until Love and 
Forgiveness prevail.

How many 
lives do 
we need to 
forgive?
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Contact Information
Armando del Río

c/ Encomienda, nº 2.- 4º izda
28012 – Madrid
Spain

+34 609079373
armandelrio@me.com

Production
Immersed in a long process of research, Karma project is under 
a development phase.

Right now we are working on the third version of the film 
treatment. Although we are still in an early stage of this 

development, we are convinced that we have the most 
important thing to lay the foundations of a movie : a great 

idea!
Our first aim is to find a second talented writer to carry out the 
co-writing and so get the final script. We are also looking for 
one or more production companies with their own

means, well-positioned in the audiovisual panorama and 
with enough capacity to raise an international coproduction. 

Besides, we think that it would be convenient that the co-
scriptwriter came from one of the countries involved in 

the coproduction of this project. Not only because of the 

characteristics and features of the story (which takes place in 
different countries) but also due to production matters (official 
help, investments, talent
and so on..), the goal is to get a co-production among three 
european countries, preferably France, Germany and Spain.
We stimate a budget of five million euros in order to carry 
out this project. Anyway, we are open to any other proposals 
coming from any countries interested in taking this project 

forward because we really believe it is a universal story which 

will arouse

interest anywhere in the world.

About the Author
Armando del Río has developed his career mainly as a cinema, 
theatre and television actor. Along his over 25-year-long 
professional trajectory he has performed in about twenty films, 
numerous TV series and many theatre plays, all of them under 
the direction of some of the best and most renowned artists in 

Spain.

In the year 2006 he founded Cromagnon Producciones, with 
which he has produced his own works as a film and theatre 
director. A year later he wrote, directed and produced the short 
film called “The legend of the slow man”, which was awarded 
with twenty prizes in numerous national and international 

contests. He is also the playwright and productor of a theatre 

play called “The Emperor and the slave”, about Calígula 
carácter, which was performed with great success in the the 
Bellas Artes Theatre in Madrid.

His first movie script for a long film was “Gudari “, winner 
of the Aid for the development of movie scripts, given 
by the Community of Madrid. At the head of Cromagnon 
Producciones, at the moment he is carrying out some TV 
projects and writing and developing his next work behind the 

cameras : “KARMA “.

Photography Awards in Los Angeles and has been published in 
art reviews both in Belgium and in her native Romania.

Note Of Intent
This is a universal story which shows us how we are all 

connected by hundreds of lives in common and that 

everything has got its Karma, its consequences, in this life as 
well as in the following ones. I want to tell that Consciousness, 
the human being´s soul, arrives to this physical world to 
experience a learning process so as to be able to walk
forward towards full evolution. However, if we leave this 
learning aside or if it is frustated, we create a Karmic debt. 
Nothing is for free. Every little action has got its reaction, its 
Karma. 

I also want to tell a great love story through the ages 

in which the main characters wander blindly on Earth, 
without knowing what they are looking for, just guided 
by a destructive pulsion that, as a magnet, attracts them 
inexorably into the abyss. Three souls who must evolve 
together, who have to go through awful experiences along 
many lives so that the lessons which they have come to 

learn, can transform them, through love, into more complete 
beings.

How many lives do we need to forgive? What is stronger, love 
or the wish for revenge?

What actions must a human being take to get rid of the 

loop of hate? Karma is the story of three souls in search for 

Redemption.
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STRABERRY 
JAM 

Petar Mitric
Feature Film / Serbia
The war in Yugoslavia has just started. Jovan (16) and his 
mother arrive as refugees in an eerie, ghost-like town of 
Zvornik. They need money to pay for the freedom of Jovan’s 
father who was imprisoned on the way. Zvornik’s mayor gives 
Jovan and his mother the key to their new apartment and 

promises them jobs. They discover soon that it is one of the 

thousands of apartments where until recently a killed family 

has lived. Working for the mayor suddenly feels like making a 

pact with the devil. However, it is too late to repent.                                                                                             
Jovan is persistently trying to contact the Danish guy Mikkel 
with whom he had a secret romance during his last holiday at 

the Yugoslav Adriatic coast. He believes Mikkel could help him 

escape to Denmark. Jovan constructs his inner world writing 
love letters to Mikkel. Contrary to Jovan, his mother accepts to 
engage in the cigarette-smuggling business run by the mayor 

in order to earn money to pay for her husband’s freedom. 

While she is gradually normalizing the new xenophobic and 
clero-fascist regime, Jovan is alienating from it. At the same 
time he distances from his own mother. The tension between 

Jovan and his mother, however, culminates when she discovers 
Jovan’s embarrassing secret letters. Her disturbing reaction 

makes Jovan understand that he must make himself appear 

“like everybody else” in front of both his mother and the mayor 

if he wishes to survive.

A film about 
violence 
without a 
single violent 
scene
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Contact Information
Petar Mitric 

petar@cine-line.net 

Production
Strawberry Jam has been set up as Serbian/Danish co-
production between Belgrade-based production company 

IGNIS and production company Masterplan Pictures from 
Copenhagen. The project has received development supports 
from the Serbian Film Center and FOCAL – Swiss foundation 
for professional training in cinema and audiovisual media. 

The project is in pre-financing phase. Co-producers, two young 
production companies, are looking for a potential third co-
producer, or for collaboration with a stronger producer with an 
experience in co-producing and film financing. The financing 
is expected to be secured via national and regional public 
film funds in co-producing countries (particularly new talent 
schemes), MGs, TV-presales, sponsorship and crowdfunding. 
Applications for production support are planned for 2017. 

About the Author
Petar Mitric (producer and scriptwriter) joined production 
company IGNIS in October 2013 in the capacity of international 
producer. Petar attained experience in European film industry 
during his residence at the Danish Film Institute, Strasbourg-
based film fund EURIMAGES and MEDIA Desk Austria. In 
2014-2015, he collaborated with the Vienna-based production 
company “Nina Kusturica Projects”. Since September 2015, 
Petar has been teaching at the Department of Film Studies at 
the University of Copenhagen

Per Damgaard Hansen (Danish co-producer) is a producer and 
co-founder of Masterplan Pictures. Per Damgaard Hansen hold 
a BA in Film and Media Studies from University of Copenhagen 
and is a graduate from the Producer’s Programme at the 

National Film School of Denmark. In 2013 he co-founded the 
production company Masterplan Pictures in Copenhagen. 
Masterplan Pictures aim to produce high quality films with a 
strong artistic vision.

Melina Koljevic (co-writer) is a Serbian screenwriter and 
Head of Drama Department at the Radio Belgrade. Together 
with Srdjan Koljevic, she adapted The Trap, a novel by Nenad 
Teofilović, upon which director Srđan Golubović made a film 
in 2007. The rights for the screenplay were bought by a US 

film studio. Melina Pota Koljević co-wrote the script for Circles 
(2012). The film won the special jury award at 2013 Sundance 
Film Festival in World Cinema Dramatic Competition category 
and was the Serbian candidate for The Film Academy Awards. 

Note Of Intent
My inspiration for this script comes from the art installation 

“Genetic Engineering” by Belgrade-based visual artist Bojan 
Radojcic. The installation scrutinizes the phenomenon of 

invisible violence exerted over children by various elites. It 
demonstrates methods the ruling elite uses to cripple and 

instrumentalize children in a way that keeps the perpetrator 

safely hidden and free from any responsibility. The idea to 

write a script emerged after I visualized the life of a boy from 
Bojan Radojcic’s paintings who fathoms the invisible violence 

exerted by the power-holders above him and decides to defy 
it. I chose to situate the story in the wartime Bosnia where I 

myself spent my childhood, normalizing the values that all 
other societies in which I would live afterwards considered 
extremely deviant. Therefore, my intention is to endow the 
main protagonist, 16-year-old Jovan, with the capacity to 
discern what I as a teenager could not discern, and do the 
thing I did not have the guts to do. 

Bojan Radojcic’s installation will be integral part of the 

script as a sort of a metanarrative. My major dramaturgical 

and philosophical role-model, however, is Swedish auteur 
Bo Widerberg who masterfully portrayed, in a universal 
language, the victims that seem as perpetrators just because 
they dared to challenge axiomatic social dictums. 
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THE OLD 
MAN AND 
THE SKY

Dieter Primig
Feature Film / Germany
Harry is a passionate but aging pilot who, inside, is still 14 yrs old. The only love of his life 
is his old plane, Martha, who some would say has also passed her “best before” date. On 
Harry’s 75th birthday, he lets his 14-yr-old self take over Martha and pulls a crazy aerobatic 
with his plane full of passengers, just to prove he’s still got it. In spite of the unspoken debt 
Harry’s boss, Frank, owes him, Frank fires Harry. He says he can’t cover for him any more 
– and Martha will be sent to the scrap yard. Harry will be replaced by his young prodigy, 
Alberto, and Martha will be replaced by a newer, shinier aero plane. Harry’s family attempt 
to smooth the transition to retirement, but Harry just treats them badly. After Harry’s 
several dangerous attempts to reclaim his right to fly his son, Peter, is forced to deliver 
Harry to an institution. There, Harry meets Gerda, an habitual and good-hearted thief. 
Gerda is able to break out of the institution whenever she likes, but announces that her 
dream is to go to a remote island to reunite with the family she hasn’t seen since childhood. 

Harry seizes this excuse to fly again, with the noble mission of reuniting Gerda with her 
family on their island in the Mediterranean. First, though, they must track down his plane, 
Martha – and so begins their adventure. In a hilarious road trip, with the help of Gerda’s 
Rastafarian taxi driver friend, Munzie, Harry and Gerda manage to locate Martha’s body 
parts and reassemble her for one more trip. They manage to get Martha airborne, but her 
old engines finally die in mid-air. Gerda parachutes safely to the ground, and Harry goes 
down with the ship. Harry wakes in hospital to learn that he is permanently grounded – his 
only transport an electric wheelchair – and sinks into a black depression. Irascible as Harry 
can be, his family and friends rally to support him. Gerda holds Harry to his promise to 
find her family and construction begins to build Harry a flying wheelchair and rebuild his 
life. Nobody but Harry really believes it will fly. As always, Harry’s talent and determination 
are underestimated and Harry proves his wheelchair can fly. On the night that Harry and 
Gerda had decided to make their final escape from the institution, Gerda quietly passes 
away in her sleep. At Gerda’s funeral, Harry learns that the island they were destined for 
exists only in Gerda’s imagination. Angry at her deception, he hurls his unanswered anger 
at her grave. Without her, the adventure can’t go on. She has taught him to feel again, to 
love, helped him reconnect with his family. But then he realizes that she has done this all so 
that he will go on. Finally in flight mode, Harry revs up his wheelchair engine and heads to 
the airport. Before anyone can stop him, Harry is on the runway, his contraption rattling 
to shake itself apart, but doesn’t, and as his speed increases, Harry is finally airborne. With 
a big grin on his face, Harry takes a final glance at the Earth he is leaving, and the people 
there who are diminishing in size, staring in disbelief. Harry laughs with pure joy and he 
and his flying wheelchair disappear into the clouds.

Up in the 
air. In a 
wheelchair.
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Contact Information
Dieter Primig | Freelance Film Director
+49 (0) 174 629 3659
mail@dieterprimig.com

Skype: dieter.director

www.dieterprimig.com

Film Project Information
contact@theoldmanandthesky.com

www.theoldmanandthesky.com

Production
Feature Film Project
Estimated length of 100 min

Estimated budget: 2,5 mm €
Written & Directed by Dieter Primig
Producers: CJ Lamont, Jaime Vasconcelos
Co-Producers: João Sacadura, Maria João Bastos, Manel 
Sacadura

About the Author
2005 – 2008 BA Media Produktion: University of Applied 
Sciences Salzburg, Austria
2008 – 2009 Junior Producer for Commercials/Promos: Kandoo 
Films, Los Angeles
2010 – 2011 VFX Junior Art DIrector for Roland Emmerich’s 
„Anonymous”, Berlin
2011 – 2013 Art Director for Commercials: United Visions, 
Berlin

2013 – now Freelance Film Director

Note Of Intent
Hi, I’m Dieter Primig. I am a young inspired director from 
Austria. My grandfather was actually one of my biggest 

inspirations there ever was. I’d say we were goofball maniacs. 
He and I, we were a team. Best friends. Two inseparable pals. 
Forever. Three years ago my family and me carried his ashes 
to the local small cemetery. It wasn’t even his death that hurt 

the most - it was seeing the old man completely giving up 

on everything in his final years and it surely felt like he was 
completely giving up on me. It broke my heart. I was mad. But 

thinking of him and about all the fun we had made me smile 

again. He was the one who always wanted to see me succeed 

and believe in my dreams. Being an irreplaceable mentor for 

my life, he was the inspiration for my debut feature film story 
“The Old Man And The Sky”. Oh I am sure he’d love to watch 
this one with me: It’s a story about a man who is seemingly 

too old for living up to the standards of his dream but decides 

not to give up and tries to achieve the impossible. It’s a story 

about a grand adventure, about risk, friendship and believing 
in yourself – nothing can stop you! It’s a hell of a ride and 
unparalleled fun, which will keep you on the edge of your 
seats. It’s a grand comedy, which comes from a very real place 
and from the heart. I hope this story will make you laugh out 

loud until you cry. 
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RADHA

Sandhya Daisy Sundaram
Feature Film / India
In Bollywood of the 90s, Inteqam (Revenge) was a blockbuster 
film that broke records. The film had a revenge plot where a 
sweet-docile housewife turns criminal to avenge the death of 

her innocent husband. A filmmaker is now looking to make 
a remake, a pop-noir version this time around titled Inteqam 
Returns. Anuradha, now 40, had played the film’s central 
character ‘Radha’ in the original. She turned out to be a one-hit 

wonder, who despite having become a major star with this 
film, soon disappeared into obscurity for reasons unknown. 
Safina, a 20year old, has now been cast to play the lead in the 
remake. This is her first film and an opportunity of a lifetime for 
her, her one shot at making it in the industry.
Filming is set to start as soon as the volatile Bombay rains die 
down. Meanwhile, the director arranges for Safina to stay with 
Anuradha for a few days, to take lessons, study and observe. 
A reluctant Safina moves into Anuradha’s house and sets off a 
chain reaction. It is not just the film that is being remade, there 
is also an uncanny similarity in the events and the people of 

the current and original production.

The relationship that starts with hesitation, soon turns into 
a need for each other. Through claustrophobic spaces and 

uncomfortable situations, the two women slowly begin to 
morph into co-dependent beings. Are they any different? Are 
their fears the same? Do they share a dream? ..and in their 
desire to be ‘Radha’, will Anuradha and Safina become one and 
the same? 

Two women. 
One story.
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Contact Information
Fyodor Druzin, Creative Producer
fyodor@velesfilm.com / +79602727251 / skype: fdruzin
Sandhya Daisy Sundaram, Director
sandhyadsundaram@gmail.com / +919325855363 / skype: 
sandhyadsundaram

Production
Location: Mumbai, India
Genre: Drama
Medium: Digital 4K
Length: 80 minutes
Languages: Hindi
Estimated Budget: 706,500USD
Shooting Period: Between Feb, 2018 to July, 2018 (as the film is 
set against the Mumbai monsoons)
Current Status: Story rough draft is ready, looking to begin 1st 
draft with co-writer. We are also looking for International co-
productions and financiers.
Creative Producer: Fyodor Druzin, Veles Films

About the Author
Sandhya Daisy Sundaram is a writer, director, and editor. 
Her most recognized work is ‘Love. Love. Love.’, a short 
creative documentary, which won the prestigious Jury Award 
at Sundance Film Festival 2014. The film has been screened 
at more than 50 film festivals across the globe, bagging 9 
international awards and also qualifying for an Academy 
consideration in the Documentary Short Subject category.  
Additionally, it has been used as part of academic curriculum 
at universities such as University of North Texas and South 
Hampton University. In 2014, she graduated in Film Direction 
from the Film and Television Institute of India. She has 
been experimenting with narratives and forms, while always 
maintaining women as the focal point of her works. Sandhya is 

currently developing the screenplay of her first feature length 
film, Radha.

Note Of Intent
‘Radha’ is an amalgamation of three points of inspiration, 
the relationship between women, the city of Mumbai and the 
elusive world of Bollywood. The journey began as a dream 

one night, of one woman watching another drape a sari. 
Since then, these characters have been slowly taking shape, 
forming, shedding and creating a life of their own. Through 
the relationship between the two protagonists, the film 
explores the emotional and physical equation between women, 
the sensuality, jealousy, and tenderness. In their constantly 
shifting bond, they project their insecurities and achievements 
on each other, slowly morphing into co-dependent beings. 
Like in the final dream sequence, the two women enter one 
another’s fantasy and experience it as one. Having tasted 
stardom, Anuradha lives in the memories of her glorious past, 
while Safina lives for the future she dreams of. The Bollywood 
landscape lends further to this, as both lives are immersed 
in a make-believe world. This is a space that dramatizes, it 
promises liberation and so much more. Yet often one lives in a 
limbo, wanting perpetually, working for it and yet never really 
arriving. The film also reflects on the stereotypes prevalent in 
this space. 

Mumbai is growing at an alarming rate, and it’s easy to 
disappear in its massiveness and be forgotten in its sheer 

number. There is the desperation to exist... I exist if I can 
be seen, heard, touched... what is existence without that! 
The film explores these very dynamics of urban alienation 
through the characters and their relationships. There are 

four distinct stylistic forms; the story set in reality, the film 
of the past, the ‘making-of’ type interview videos and the 
dream sequences. Some subtle humor plays an integral 
role, reflective of the absurdity of life, be it breaking 
into an imaginary song and dance number, laboring on 
unremarkable routines like the cutting of one’s grey hair or 

the cat that’s always hovering over the aquarium. But this is 
the humor that is eventually laced in sadness and insanity 

of life. At the end, it is imperative to me that the film looks 
deeply into the unfulfilled desires and loneliness that are 
an undercurrent to our everyday life, forcing us to look at 
ourselves and our place in the world.
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Maybe all clouds

will magically disappear

and maybe you will find out,

      that your happiness

was real…
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EPIC

Zuzana Chadimova
Feature Film / Slovakia
Jack realizes the helplessness of his own existence and strats to feel disgust towards 
his employer and his factory. Every morning he is trying to leave his gloomy life and 

wife Eva, tiptoeing quietly so she doesn‘t wake up. But Eva wakes up every time and 
tries everything to keep Jack from running away. On the other side of the river is a 
factory where Jack is awaited every morning by Bar - wealthy entrepreneur. Every 

morning Bar welcomes Jack with his owner-like commentary and a cynical smile. 

Every evening tired Jack crosses to the other side of the river, where he is once 
again taken care of by his simple wife Eva. Jack is trapped in this joyless routine. 

Until one day, when Cat - Bar’s beautiful and spoiled wife - asks Jack for help, so she 
can quietly seduce him. That day Jack doesn’t come back home from work. Instead 
of that, he is trying to find answers for his questions at the bottom of the whiskey 
bottle. Eva is waiting for him restively while Cat follows him to the bar with a packed 
suitcase. Bar starts to suspect that he may not only lose his wife, but also the only 
man who is actually able to work for him. But Jack doesn’t have guts to leave his 

unfulfilled life and returns home, though he has no courage to meet Eva. He sits stiff 
in front of their house until she finds him. Finally under her reproach Jack realizes 
that he belongs to her and their child. Bar appears on the other side of the river 

while the siren is calling workers to the factory. But Jack is not going to work today 

he is enjoying a dance with his wife...

EPIC is a drama and at the same time it is a film song about the eternal pursuit 
of happiness. Its story is divided into seven days. Days are framed by a cock that 
heralds the morning and by a siren, which signals to start work immediately. Nights 
and the start of a next day are announced verbally. Songs echo during each day 
and their function is to comment on the days. This is the principle that significantly 
pushes the plot forward. The punctuation is also created by the baseline. River, as a 
dual sign and its two banks; with a worker’s cottage and a factory just opposite each 
other. A river ferry transports the characters from one side to the other and thus 

articulates the essential features of the story. Two different worlds that are divided 
by the river – by the border and the time which passes on it. 

May be all clouds 
will magically 
disappear and 
may be you will 
find out, that your 
happiness was 
real...
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Contact Information
FilmFrame, s.r.o., Sevcenkova No.#1, 851 01 Bratislava, Slovakia, 
www.filmframe.sk Zuzana.chadimova@filmframe.sk,brano.
chlpik@filmframe.sk +421905791282, +421905236686.

Production
We have signed a coproduction agreement with with 

Producer  Saemundur Nordfjord - LOKI FILM in ICELAND. 
Script development has been financially supported by 
Slovak Audiovisual Fund. Total Buget 970.000 EUR. Already 
contracted: 28,65% of the budget (16.000 EUR, 1,65% Slovak 
Audiovisual Fund, 193.823 EUR, 20% Loki Film, 65.400 EUR, 7% 
own invest. by FilmFrame). Shooting schedule spring/summer 
2017.

About the Author
FilmFrame, s.r.o.: Feature film DON’T STOP dir.R.Rericha 
co-production with HBO Europe and Evolution Films Czech 
Republic, Documentary LITTLE HANOI co-production with 
HBO Europe and Projector 23 Germany. Service production-
Production Coordinator Vienna feature MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
5 (dir. Chris McQuarrie), High Command Productions Limited 
UK,  Service production-Immigration/Asst.Accomodation 
Coordinator Slovakia TV Series MARCO POLO SEASON 2 
produced by Weinstein Company (Slovak production Spectral 
s.r.o.). Producer TV commercials: clients TESCO SLOVAKIA, 
BANG&OLUFSEN, etc. 
Author & Director / Jozef Vlk Founder and leader of one of 
the first independent theater groups Debris Company that 
he has been heading for almost 20 years - more than 25 
productions, performed in Swiss, Hungary, Austria, France, 
Belgium,Germany, Belarus, Slovenia, Singapore, Brasil, India, 
etc.. He composed music for many dance and theater plays, 
films and projects. As a director and music composer he 
worked with personalities such as Matthew Hawkins, Judy 
Kaplan, Lloyd Newson, Marjolin Sinke, F. Cox, Jean Michel 
Bruyére, Pauline de Groot, Martin Burlas, Milan Sládek, Šárka 
Ondrišová, Miloslav Luther. 
Co-writer & Creative Producer / Michaela Strnad Studied 
theatre dramaturgy at VŠMU (Slovakia) and DAMU (Theatre 
Academy in Prague/Czech Republic). She did master class 
in half hour comedy TV writing at UCLA (Los Angeles) and 
participated in a Serial-Eyes program (Berlin), an intensive 
8 month full-time postgraduate course on TV writing and 
producing. She has worked on several documentary series 

for Czech Television and has written two successful TV series. 
She is currently working on three feature film projects in 
Slovakia and has four original TV series in different stages of 
development with significant European production houses 
(Real Film – Germany, Filmhuset – Norway, Atlantique 
Productions – France, Dramedy – Czech Republic etc). 
Co-Director & DOP / Juraj Chlpik Feature Films: THE HOUSE 
/ DOM dir. Z. Liová - Awards British Film Institute Awards 
2011 Nominated Sutherland Trophy, Trieste Award for the 
Best Feature Film 2012, IFF Palm Springs, USA, New Voices, 
New Visions, 2012, Best Film. BLIND LOVES/ SLEPE LASKY dir. 
J. Lehotský – Awards: Cannes2009,  Plus Camerimage Lodž 
Special Mention of the Feature Documentary 2009.Besides 
he has worked with many directors in television advertising 

industry for brands such as Gucci, O2, McDonalds, Orange, 
Coca Cola, Skoda Auto, Freixenet, P&G, Tmobile, Unilever, Sky 
TV or Allianz. www.chlpik.com 

Note Of Intent
Our main goal is to grasp this uniqe opportunity to verify 
EPIC personally by us, producers, in front of the top 
professional filmmakers, broadcasters and investors the FEST 
PITCH offers. We want to attract their attention, hearts and 
find co-financing.
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THROUGH  
THE WOODS

Bartosz Warwas
Feature Film / Poland
Through The Woods is a modern story inspired by Antigone. 

Just like the play, our film
focuses on the clash of two view points that cannot coexist 
and a resulting tragedy. A young footbal hooligan grows 

aware of his fascination with his sister’s new boyfriend. The 

fascination turns to desire - something that goes against the 

core of his beliefs. Unable to cope with his new discoveries, he 
falls into a sort of madness.

When 
fascination 
turns to desire
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Contact Information
Maciej Szwarc

General Director
Film-Art Film Institution
Ul. Bułgarska 19
60-320 Poznań
Poland

www.film-art.pl
maciej.szwarc@film-art.pl

Production
Financing plan (strategy to raise funds)
1. Project has already received 20.000 euro from Pomeranian 

Film Fund.
2. We apply for funds (625.000 euro) to Polish Film Institute, 
after corrections
recommended by the experts screenplay will be directed in 
second session to the

second evaluation stage (April 2016), final decision will be 
known in June 2016.

3. In April 2016 we apply for funds to the Creative Europe 
(Media sub-programme for
development).
4. After Berlinale Talent 2016 Bartosz Warwas, future director of 
„Through the Woods“,
received scholarship from Nipkow Programm for project 

development.

5. French distributor and international sales agent Outplay is 
interested in cooperation.

6. We are looking for international co-producers.

About the Author
I was born in Cracow in 1978, at the time when Poland had one 
of the best football team in the world, Edward Gierek was the 
head of the communist party and Miroslaw Hermaszewski 

as the only one Pole in the whole history was taking a part in 

a space odyssey. Directly after birth I begun learning, I was 
only learning, learning, learning... Finally in 2006 I came to 
Lodz to study at the directing department in famous Polish 
National Film School (but not finished! I had been thrown 
away in 2014!). But earlier, before they had thrown me away, I 
managed to make my master degree diploma film: a full-length 
movie entitled Jaskolka ł [eng. The Caged Swallow], which is 
the second full length diploma film in the Lodz Film School 
history after Jerzy Skolimowski’s Rysopis [eng.Identification 
Marks: None] from 1964. My films have been screened on 
numerous international festivals including Berlin, Bilbao, 
Paris, Chicago, London, Dresden, Monterrey, San Francisco, 
Shanghai, Mannheim-Heidelberg and Rio de Janeiro (awarded 
in Germany, Spain, Italy, Taiwan, USA, Canada, Mexico and of 
course in Poland).
In 2016 I was an alumni of Berlinale Talents and also I received 

a grant from the

Nipkow Programm in Berlin, whose aim is to develop a film 
project Through the

wood. 

2007 Triathlon (doc.) 8’
2008 Syjamoza [en. Siamesis] (fic.) 14’
2009 Koluszki blues [en. Nowhere blues] (doc.) 19’
2010 MC. Człowiek z winylu [en. MC. Man of vinyl] (fic.) 20’
2010 Mruczanka na 4 rakietki [en. Black cat’s ping-pong tale] 
(fic.) 18’
2011 Protokoły Mędrców Syjonu [en. The Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion] (fic.) 7’
2011 Hegel i Motyl [en. Hegel and the Butterfly] (doc.) 5’
2012 Dzień oszusta [en. The Cheater Day] (fic.) 33’
2013 Jaskółka [en. The Caged swallow] (fic.) 73’

Note Of Intent
My screenplay tells the story of young people, which are 
nowadays millions in Europe. Young people without any 

prospects, because they did not manage to catch the train 
to the station “middle class”: today they are looking for 

some ideas around which they could concentrate. They 

grope, but with a certain intuition - the more radically, 
the more pathos, the better. Therefore, in Poland we are 
witnessing a renaissance of interest inright-wing, first of all 
nationalist myths. They share acommon rhetoric - the cult 

of physical force and violence as a means to solve problems, 
hatred against broad foreign and police (as an apparatus of 
oppression) and abuse of drugs and the concept of “honor”. 
All this mixed in senseless, random ... Even the participants 
of these movements do not understand the contradictions 

that become theirs. In such a world - chaotic, dynamic, as well 
without rules as to the rules, the characters live in my script. 
That’s why the poetics of the film should reflect this state of 
soul: the camera should be generally in the hand, moving, 
dynamic. Rapid editing. Quick assembly and contemporary 

music.

This way of reference of the camera is a music video by 

Justice Stress (dir. Romain Gavras).
The counterpoint to this method of camera work are the 

scenes in my scenario unrealistic, unreal - the camera should 
be in them calm, almost static, dignified and majestic. And 
beautifully illuminated.

Because most of the movie I would like to implement with 

the use of ambient light, not only the sake of saving time 
and opportunity to focus on working with actors, but on the 
second hand becomes a reflection this restless world of our 
heroes. If I had to define the genre, as I imagine it - I would 
say that it will be dark, dirty fairy tale. With this approach 
natural becomes another inspiration - probably better if you 

talk about your mood, atmosphere - namely Lost Highway by 
David Lynch.
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ELEONORA

Andrea Osvart
Feature Film / Hungary
An alien explorer, on a routine stop on an asteroid not far from A story of unbridled love and 
consequences in the tempest in the Europe-wide revolutions of 1848 recalled in a mysterious 
diary looking back twenty years. 

In 1847 Benjamin is a 22 year old student of law. He  is reluctant to attend a ball, as his 
indulgent father, Francois has arranged to introduce him to Count P, a potential powerful 
employer. His friend, Heinrich persuades Benjamin to attend  and play the game of getting 
acquainted with married women. When Benjamin lays eyes on Eleonora, the Hungarian 
mistress of Count P, he becomes obsessed. After weeks of courting the woman of his dreams, 
Benjamin sweeps Eleonora off her feet and their love explodes in an all-consuming affair. 
Meanwhile, Heinrich is revealed as the ‘French Connection’ in a plot to smuggle weapons to 
revolutionaries that involves Count P. When Count P discovers Eleonora’s treachery, Heinrich 
convinces him he can end the affair and conspires with Francois. When Francois bribes 
Eleonora, she chooses love against hypocrisy and while Benjamin rebels against his narcissistic 
father, and in spite, vows to protect the woman forever. Revolution explodes. The couple 
(unaware of smuggling weapons) embark a barge with Heinrich leaving to Vienna, but are 
seen by a spy who informs Count P. As the steamer arrives in Vienna, the quay is stormed by 
Imperial troops. Heinrich rescues the lovers, but the weapons get discovered. Heinrich blames 
Benjamin’s affair for the loss of the guns, while Benjamin calls him a  traitor. They quarrel and 
depart. Heinrich sees them off on a barge. He turns to face the barrel of a pistol held by Count 
P. Heinrich drops as Benjamin looks back out of range of Count P’s fire. In Eleonora’s homeland, 
Hungary, people demand independency. Nowhere is immune from revolution. Through Baron 
Teleki Eleonora secures use of an abandoned estate, but like revolution, their ideals start to 
fade and can not run away from themselves anymore. Benjamin is tired of being responsible 

for Eleonora, while her delusions to maintain the facade, only make it worse. Benjamin has 
been lying in the name of love by fear of hurting her, while slowly loses her physical appeal 
and becomes lamentable.

Teleki opens Benjamin’s eyes that by lying to Eleonora, he is slowly killing her, but, Benjamin, 
in complete denial, is convinced of acting out of love. In reality he is too weak to break free 
from his emotional slavery. Benjamin entrusts Teleki with a letter to his father, promising he 
would leave Eleonora when she no longer needs him. The initial victories are over. Broken 

spirited soldiers cower from the threat of Imperial troops. Unexpectedly Count P arrives to 
bring Eleonora back to where she belongs. Benjamin freezes and Eleonora puts a bullet in the 

head of her children’s father.

Eleonora falls seriously ill and forbids Benjamin to see her as she deteriorates. Finally, she 
allows him in, and he notices the letter written to his father next to her bed. Exposed, Benjamin 
is still unable to admit the damage he caused, promises his last lie to Eleonora. What happens 
then, is revealed by recognizing the reader of the diary 20 years later.

In the name of 
love
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Contact Information
info@amegofilm.com
+36209564474

Production
Genre: romance, drama, history
Length: 115 mins
Preliminary Budget: 4.150.000 Euros
Script: 1st draft (English)
Shooting language: French/English/Hungarian
Looking to make az EU Coproduction.

About the Author
I’ve been in the international film industry for 15 years working 
as an actress. I produced my first short film: “Expired” in 2011, 
selected in the International Rome Film Festival’s official 
program. The same year I co -produced the Italian movie 

“Maternity Blues”, nominated at the Venice International Film 
Festival, winner of two Italian Golden Globe Awards. I lived in 
Rome and in Los Angeles for 13 years and in 2012 I formed my 
company Amego Film, in Hungary, with which I produced 2 
features. 

Note Of Intent
Eleonora is a romantic costume drama inspired by a classic 

novel, with French male protagonist. When I first read this 
heartbreaking novel by Benjamin Constant, I knew one day 
this had to be on the big screen. Although it has been inspired 

by a 200 year old novel published 108 times and translated in 
52 languages, the book is not very known these days and would 
need a re-proposal, as it’s concept is blatantly actual today: 
The irresolute relationship and emotional battle between a 

narcissist - the predator, and a codependent - the prey. The 
film helps the audience see and understand the dynamics 
of the destructive pattern of emotional abuse, invisible to 
it’s participants, visible to the outside. The tragedy is that 
these people can not be saved, but by identifying with them 
we can save ourselves. The political abuse of the era gives an 

additional layer to the story, making the film exciting not only 
on a psychological level but also visually and historically. I’d 

like to create a memorable, educative but entertaining film, 
with partner(s) who are ambitious, passionate, and not afraid 
of challenges - like making a costume piece, who resonate with 
the material and understand why it needs to be told today: 

to stop emotional abuse. You must not think of physicality 

when I use the word abuse. This is a very subtle and invisible 

form that incurs over time. Many of us suffered from control 
disguised as “love”. It incurs in relationships with either a 

parent, sibling or a partner: by someone who is supposed 
to love you. Today this is called Narcissistic Abuse. Francois 
uses his son for his own needs, unconsciously generating 
another abuser, who eventually uses Eleonora for his needs 
etc. Benjamin and all perpetrators, while claiming to act out of 
love, are in fact victims of vanity. Benjamin is not responsible 
for having been emotionally abused by his father, he however, 
is responsible for his own acts of abuse committed in the 

name of love. By the evolution of psychology there is more and 

more information and literature on this topic, but no films 
have been made about it yet. The development of Eleonora 

has been co- funded by the Creative Europe Program of the 
European Union.
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ANU

Laura Milheiro, Luis Porto and Jaime Monsanto
Short Film / Portugal
Wrapped in news about Aleister Crowley’s suicide, we find 
ourselves with Fernando Pessoa at Café Martinho da Arcada.
The poet is in limbo between reality and fiction, when the 
magician arrives to Portugal with the young Hanni Larissa 
Jaegar, who rattles Pessoa’s world, dragging him into a thriller 
and opening a new door in his life, that also reflects in his 

If you which to 
disapear, Boca 
do Inferno 
notoriously 
doesn’t give 
back its dead.
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Contact Information
laura.milheiro@frameproductions.pt

work.

Production
Genre: Drama
Length: apr. 20 minutes
Languages: portuguese and english
Portuguese production company: Frame Productions

About the Author
Director | Luís Porto
Luís studied at ESTC and, afterwards, attended directing 
workshops at Raindance, in
London.
His first steps into fiction were in 2012 with the TV pilot of 
“Heresia”, and between
2014 and 2015 he directed the short-film “God Will Provide” 
(that won the award for
best short-film in a world premiere at Avanca Film Festival), as 
well as the pilot of

the TV show “4Play”, and the film “al mada nada”, from the 
theatre play created by

Ricardo Pais.

Writer | Jaime Monsanto
Professional actor since 1994, Jaime has done from classics to 
contemporary authors

– Molière, Tchékov, Ésquilo, Sófocles, Mark Ravenhill...
He began his rout as a writer with the tv-show “N’se Passa 

Nada”, then wrote the
short-film “God Will Provide” and with the TV show “4Play” [this 
last two, directed
by Luís Porto].

Producer | Laura Milheiro
Laura studied Sciences of Communication at FLUP, branch of 
PR, and then fell in
love with film production, which brought her to produce two 
TV show pilots
(“Heresia” and “4Play”).
She also attended a production workshop at Raindance, in 
London, and the short-film
“God Will Provide” was her first step in the film industry, 

followed by “My River”. 

Note Of Intent
“Reality and fiction are each one more interesting than the 
other.”

Only through fiction can we enter the complex universe of 
Fernando Pessoa. We
penetrate a limbo of reality and fiction, and the worlds of 
Aleister Crowley and Hanni
Larrissa Jaeger engulf the introverted Pessoa, dragging him 
into a thriller and opening

a new door in his life, that has also influenced his work.
After telling the story of Aleister Crowly and Hanni Jaeger’s 
visit to Portugal, we find
out that we’ve always been in Fernando Pessoa’s head, 
watching him attempt to write

a romanticized version of this meeting that would answer 

Pessoa’s need to

internationalize his career. This media temptation is 

materialized trough Anu, symbol
of sensuality and lust and, to that extent, the symbolic 
opposite of Pessoa.

This is another point of interest of the film: media temptation.
Nowadays, the level of sexual and intimacy exposures that 
we see in television on an international level reveals a lack of 

moral and human integrity opposing what we see in our poet 

and that is, to a certain extent, what distinguishes fame from 
notoriety, witch is widely recognized in him. Theatre. Stage. 
Lights. Spectacle. Action. This story is presented in a dynamic 
and continuous way, blurring space and time’s borders. For 
the creation of this realistic fantasy, most of the film will take 
place over a theatre stage. A stage surrounded by arches (São 
Bento da Vitória Monastery), with most sets built there and, 
along with the directions of photography and art, creating a 
mystifying and fantastic scenic environment.

The lighting, sound, and perspective games that an 
environment like this offers will help us to better understand 
the scenes’ assembly and, most importantly, pull back the 
curtain on Fernando Pessoa’s mind.
His attraction for Anu, his involvement with Crowley, his 
search for recognition and, above all, his choice of fiction 
over reality, will be part of a journey that we’ll
undertake with Pessoa’s perspective, and with access to the 
“backstage” of a creative and narrative process.

Luís Porto
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A LITTLE 
SOUL

Julia Alcaniz
Short Film / Spain
A loner mid-age woman works as a controller on the subway. 

One evening she gets off the train with a young student who 
was traveling without a ticket; he gives her his documents and 
when she reads his name she suddenly looks petrified. She 
starts asking questions that sound both stiff and awkwardly 
fond, resulting in a strangely intimate conversation that she 
abruptly ends once realized he’s getting suspicious.

She returns home and opens a binder with inside information 

on what turns out to be the foster family of the son she gave 

away; she seems torn for a few seconds, looks at the phone, 
then gets distracted by the tv, sits back and keeps staring 
numbly at the screen drinking wine.

You look like 
me, but please 
don’t turn out 
like me.
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Contact Information
Gabrielle Ringuet
gabrielle@dbsfilm.net

About the Author
I was born in Italy in 1991, with both Italian and Catalan 
heritage. I have studied languages and then started working 

as a translator for an Italian website. I have also attended a 

screenwriting course during six months in Bologna, and I am 
currently a student at DBs Film School in Berlin. I have been 
in love with cinema ever since I can remember; first through 
screenwriting, through stories and words, and recently also 
through directing. “A Little Soul” would be a combination of 
both, in a simple but heartfelt way, just like the Pulp song that 
inspired the title of the project.

Note Of Intent
“A Little Soul” is a story about habits. What crushes the 
protagonist in the end, more than fear or bitterness, is the 
life she’s gotten used to. The loneliness she’s gotten used to. It 

could be a story about the unbreakable bond between a mother 

and a son, or about the many facets of motherhood; what I’m 
mainly interested in illustrating, though, is how sometimes 
habit can make us feel at ease even in our own loneliness, and 
how therefore the comfort we find in loneliness can overpower 
regret. “A Little Soul” is about a woman who made a choice a 
long time ago, and is now too numbed to make another.

I’m fascinated by the idea of a weak person who has to deal 

with a strong decision made in the past; we are used to 
people doing the right thing no matter what’s at stake, but 
we are growing distant from the idea of frail people. Actual, 
irremediable frail people.

I am not interested in sending a feminist message about 

a woman who proudly gave up motherhood, nor I am 
interested in portraying a woman who after twenty years is 
still tormented with regret for what she’s done. What I want 

is exactly in the middle, and it’s what actual people are made 
of: both incredible strength and incredible frailty.

The story would be told using close shots, naturalistic 
photography, little to none music. Everything will revolve 
around the actors and their performance. There is nothing I 

appreciate more than simple stories with great acting: which 

is why my main goal is to portray a complicate character in 

the most palpable and intimate way possible.
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BIRTHDAY

Gabriele Urbonaite
Short Film / Lithuania
Edgaras and Miglė are in love. They are high school seniors, 
living in a small Lithuanian town close to the Belarus border. 
Miglė wants to move to Vilnius, the capital, after graduation. 
Edgaras wants to go with her but he has a younger brother 

to support at home. On his eighteenth birthday, an old friend 
Viktoras, a school dropout, offers Edgaras “easy money”—to 
go with him on a cigarette run to Belarus. While it is a common 

source of income for many living by the border, Edgaras had 
never smuggled before. But today, pressured by Viktoras 
and desiring to afford a kind of lifestyle Miglė wants, Edgaras 
makes the decision that will have fatal consequences. 

On his eighteenth 
birthday, Edgaras 
goes on an illegal 
cigarette run to 
Belarus in order to 
afford a better life 
with his girlfriend. 
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Contact Information
Gabrielė Urbonaitė / Writer & Director
gabriele@vilma.cc

+1 617-697-7819
www.vilma.cc/gabriele

Production
Genre: Crime drama
Length: 15 min
Format: Super16 
Language: Lithuanian
Budget: 55,000€
Executive Producers: Linda Reisman and Cristina Kotz-Cornejo 
(U.S.)
Financing Plan: We are going to apply for funding from 
Lithuanian Film Center, Cinereach in the U.S. 
Looking for: Producers in Lithuania, co-producers, pre-sales, 
distributor

About the Author
Gabrielė Urbonaitė (born in Vilnius, Lithuania, 1993) is a 
writer, director, and editor currently based in Los Angeles. 
Gabrielė started making short films at the age of 14. She studied 
Philosophy in Paris, France, and received her BFA in Film 
Production from Emerson College in Boston in 2016. Gabrielė 
was selected to Berlinale Talent Campus in 2012, Odense Talent 
Camp in 2013, and to Berlinale Talents Short Film Station in 
2015. She is a recipient of Princess Grace Film Award and “Silver 
Crane” National Lithuanian Film Award for Best Short Film. 
Gabrielė is also the member of Lithuanian Academy of Cinema 
(LiKA). Her films, both narrative and documentary, focus on 
strong female characters, deal with coming of age issues, and 
explore themes of cultural identity, migration, and otherness.

Note Of Intent
Last summer, I read the newspaper article about an 18-year-
old cigarette smuggler who was killed during a police raid 

on the border of Lithuania and Belarus. The fact that such a 
young person lost his life over smuggling cigarettes felt both 

very ironic and shocking. My first thoughts were: What was 
his situation? What circumstances led him to this point? It 

was obviously a wrong choice, but was he in a position to say 
“no”? Having grown up in a society where low-level crime is a 

norm, could he escape it? These are the questions that I seek to 
explore in Birthday. 
Border issues is a sensitive topic everywhere today. In Europe, 
the refugee crisis is testing our humanity and the European 

project. In the U.S., where I am currently based, I hear a lot 
about drug smuggling and other crimes on the U.S. and 

Mexico border. Reading this article made me realize that 
similar issues are very much present in my native Lithuania 
where entire towns by the border live off smuggling. Yet, little 
attention is paid. 

Finally, it is important for me to shoot Birthday on film, as 
I believe that the story’s uncompromised realism requires 
the organic nature that film brings to its images. Deaths like 
that of the young man that the story is based on are often 
easily forgotten by the public, but film carries a power to 
immortalize the image, and therefore, the story. 
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DOURO’S 
SOUL 

Susana Grilo
Short Film / Portugal
“Alma do Douro” follows Arminda, a 10-year old girl, who has a 
deep curiosity for the

macabre ritual which surrounds the rescue of the drowned 

bodies found on the river Douro by the charismatic Duque.
We are faced with the daily life of her small family in Porto’s 

historical riverbank, in the 40’s. The magnitude of the river 
for the fishermen’s survival is unquestionable. As the story 
progresses, the increasingly tumult in the river calls to 
Arminda. She’s haunted by dreams of shipwrecks and a 

strangely familiar drowning man. One day reality takes over: a 
turbulent shipwreck reveals that the Duque has been drowned 
for days. The body of the man who gave closure to so many 

others is recovered by those very souls.

The legend begins. The Duque turns into the saint who 
watches over the people who rely solely on the river Douro to 
survive.

Facts and fantasy, Past and Present blend together to create 
a unique landscape. A place that only exist in this moment, in 
this story, in Arminda’s mind.
“Alma do Douro” allows for a reflection on how we perceive our 
own memories.

From the 
storm emerges 
a new legend.
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Contact Information
Susana Grilo
susanasilvagrilo@gmail.com

+351966461752 | +351913284211
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/susanasilvagrilo
Behance: www.behance.net/susanasilvagrilo

IMDb: www.imdb.com/name/nm5723074/

Production
“Alma do Douro” is an ambitious project. Although its nature of 
blending reality and fiction may allow some flexibility, it will be 
as true as possible to the 40’s time period it

refers to. For that reason a historian is being contacted for 
accuracy. It also counts with fantasy and scenes involving 

relatively simple water stunts, which ask for top quality 
special and visual effects. Concerning the cast, besides the 
standard casting call, it will also be created a synergy with 
Porto’s acting schools and the civil parishes’ cultural and 

heritage preservation associations. The latest have a history 

of reenacting period traditions on the several festivals of the 

popular saints - like São João. As such, they are
equipped to collaborate not only as extras, but by lending 
or renting period costumes and accessories. In reference to 

the crew, the producer and the director are already defined, 
while the assistants for both roles have yet to confirm their 
availability. The director of photography and sound crew is 

already being chosen from a list of experienced workers. Whilst 
the production designer, make-up artist and visual effects 
artist as well as the special effects team is being selected. The 
post-production team is also still to be confirmed, although the 
names are already listed, as there is a past working relationship 
and they have been involved in award-winning productions. 

The aim is, of course, to assemble a cohesive and qualified 
team that shares the passion for the project. Regarding the 

Production Equipment, it is being studied a combination of 
rentals, gear already owned by the crew, plus the a standing 
relationship with a commercial establishment which lends 

with damage deposit and also, as alumna of the Cinema & 
Audio Visual MA from School of Arts, Universidade Católica 
Portuguesa, the access to their technical material. As for the 
interior locations of the narrative a house has already been 

scouted and secured for use. Concerning the exteriors, as the 
narrative takes place in this romanticized Ribeira environment, 
shooting in the original locations while trying not to show 

too much of the modern day architecture is a concern. At 

the same time, what can’t be changed will be embraced as 
this is the vision of someone remembering the past and, as 
such, tinted by the present landscape. A preliminary list of 
specific locations has already been elaborated. Respecting 
the Production Design, the house chosen is already furnished 
accordingly, needing only a few fine adjustments. And for 
decoration - and sponsorship purposes - companies that 

were known brands in the 40’s are being contacted to provide 

vintage packages/products to reinforce the period look. On the 
subject of the period costumes and characterization, alongside 
the abovementioned cultural and heritage preservation 

associations, a seamstress will provide, or replicate if needed, 
the missing or very specific outfits and a historian is being 
consulted for accuracy. Concerning financial resources, it will 
be followed the approach of sponsorships and collaboration 

with local entities, including the Cultural and Touristic 
department of Oporto’s City council, the “Porto e Lazer” office 
and the civil parishes’ cultural and heritage preservation 

associations, aforementioned. Also the standard procedure of 
contacting potentially interested brands and companies will 

be implemented.

About The Author
Susana has worked across different fields and platforms from 
being a producer and

screenwriter of digital short films to editing corporate videos 
and running digital marketing campaigns. From several 
projects as a producer, her role as Production Intern on 
“Cartoon Saloon”’s latest OSCAR© nominated film “Song of 
the Sea” stands out. “Alma do Douro” is a project that began 
as a short story and evolved to a script, both written by 
Susana. It will be her official directorial debut. As a deep 
personal project, not only by the nature of the characters but 
also by the setting, her native town, this short film will rely on 
a clear and strong vision from this up and coming director.
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PAULINA, 
THE OLD 
MAN 

Martin Oliveros Heinze
Short Film / Argentina
Paulina and her parents are in the cemetery for her 

grandmother’s burial. Paulina doesn’t understand where did 

her grandmother go and her parents don’t seem to have time 

to explain her in detail.
When they get back home Paulina realizes that her turtle 

has also died the same day. Left alone by her parents in the 
apartment she decides to take her turtle to heaven to meet 

with her grandmother. While walking down a park close to 

her house she encounters an old man and decides to ask him 

the directions to heaven. The Old Man is deep focused on his 
own sorrow to realize he is actually answering cynically to the 

questions of a five year old. When he finally sees Paulina and 
her turtle alone in the park he decides to bring her to his home 

until her parents pick her up.

At the house Paulina insists in the need of taking her turtle to 

heaven with her grandmother. The Old Man then offers Paulina 
to take the turtle with him if Paulina helps him to die. Paulina 

accepts and they set a suicidal plan where she would need to 

drop a hair dryer inside a bathtub where the Old Man will be 
waiting covered in water for his final journey.
When everything is set for the suicide Paulina starts to doubt 

about the fact of not seeing the Old Man again, as she starts 
to understand more the consequences of death. The Old Man 
gets upset and starts screaming and crying to Paulina, at the 
same time the turtle wakes up from her short hibernation.

A five year old 
girl’s journey 
discovering 
death, 
suicide and 
hibernation.
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Contact Information
1. Martín OLIVEROS HEINZE (Writer / Director)
Phone: (+49) 157-7344-0715 - E-mail: martin@rollingeyesfilms.
com

2. Eneko SANZ (Producer Germany)
Phone: (+49) 157-8453-2553 - E-mail: eneko@rollingeyesfilms.
com

3. Mariana RIVERA (Producer Costa Rica)
Phone: (+506) 8869-0302 - E-mail: mariana.r2@gmail.com

Production
Countries: Germany / Costa Rica
Location: San José, Costa Rica
Language: Spanish
Project length: aprox 20 min
Genre: Short film – Drama / Comedy
Status: Fund raising - pre-production

About the Author
Martín Oliveros Heinze is a writer and director born in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. He studied and lived in Costa Rica for 8 years 
and moved to Berlin in 2010. Argentinian by birth, German 
by family and Costa Rican by adoption, has ventured through 
comic books, short stories, radio and photography trying to 
find the perfect vehicle for his storytelling. Finally he found the 
way to synthesize it with his works in the audiovisual field with 
several short films screened in festivals around the world.

Note Of Intent
“The hikers were not breathing and their hearts had stopped, 
reports said. Final confirmation of
death in Japan always comes via a medical examination” 
(BBC, September 28, 2014).
So little we understand the death that we prefer to 

bureaucratize it. In Japan the dead are alive until

the doctor arrives. In Argentina, to paraphrase Gardel, we 
only die when we have no one else to

mourn us. In Costa Rica the national motto “Pura Vida” is the 
literal denial of death.

Paulina...

As Paulina, I also first met death through a pet. Blackie was 
the bravest cat of the block. The neighbors didn’t really love 

him, so one came up with the idea of leaving ground glass 
with food to kill him. Said and done. After a day and night of 
suffering ended up dying.My parents took me to say goodbye 
to him when he was still breathing. Later I approached my 
mother and told her that I felt bad; some days before, Blackie 
had scratched my hand, so I wished him to die.
In my first encounter with death I had to deal with the 
violence of the cessation of existence combined with the 
guilt of being the main cause. Five year old murderer.
… the Old Man...
My understanding of death has not improved over the years, 
if anything, considering my western cultural background, 
I learned to ignore it most of the time. Now it works as a 

concept; the clock that runs out of hours and the pressure 
to do something (whatever it is that something) before the 
time runs out. On the other hand, death, as the absence of 
myself, is no longer question. It becomes a possible answer, a 
solution, or at least an escape. The power to decide or control 
the end of our lives always
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SELVAGEM 

Victoria Visco Mendonça, Martin Gondre and Charles Bin
Short Film / UK
Cachoeiras de Macacu. Rio de Janeiro’s countryside, Brazil. 
Five women are brought together in an old farm in the jungle 
to support the last moments of life of the family’s patriarch. 

With no men amongst them, Gloria has to face the aging of 
her body while her own daughter, Alice, grows into a woman. 
At day, forest and rivers are to be explored. But at night, loud 
noises can be heard not that far away and a world of myths 

seems to come alive. Out of the forest, Eros appears to this 
young girl in the wake of her sexuality, both a charmer and a 
watchman. The group of women is soon to be contaminated 

by the febrile nature of the forest in the summer, realizing that 
it is not so easy to escape from what is natural and savage. 

When the forest spirits call Alice to join them, why would she 
refrain from her newborn desire?

In an isolated family 
farm in the deep wild 
Brazilian forest, a 
mother and a daughter 
realize it is not so easy 
to escape from what is 
natural and savage.
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Contact Information
MARTIN GONDRE
+33 6 72 23 27 18
martin@chasseacourts.com

VICTORIA VISCO MENDONCA
+44 075 874 67611
victoriaviscomendonca@gmail.com

Production
A film by VICTORIA VISCO MENDONÇA
Produced by CHASSE À COURTS (France), ROSEBUD (Brazil), 
ESTUDIO GIZ (Brazil)
Country BRAZIL, FRANCE
Genre DRAMA, FANTASTIC
Duration of the film approx. 20’
Shooting Format HD, 1:85
Duration of the shoot 7 DAYS
Location CACHOEIRAS DE MACACU, BRAZIL
Shoot Dates FALL 2016
Language BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

Project selected for the European Short Pitch 2016

Looking for : Funds

Note Of Intent
Selvagem is an investigation. It is my way of exploring my 
own questions as a woman, on how to connect with unknown 
forces of nature, and on how they affect me personally. It 
is no secret of how woman have long been associated with 

nature. Mother earth, bearer of life, to virgin forest waiting 
to be discovered. Ready to be controlled and dominated. My 

intention is to explore these symbols, and the mysterious 
and irresistible arquetipes of women: the old wise one to the 
silent wild girl, the jealous aging mother to the virgin in the 
forest answering a calling - all of them receiving and reacting 

differently to sudden knowings, from body, from dreams and 
their own personal journeys in the film. Other myths around 
the relationship of woman and nature will also be explored: 
Nymphs, Bacchantes, Witches... Different names given in 
different times to women who didn’t felt apart from the 
nature that lives in them. This story passes in Brazil, where 
many nature driven beliefs and knowledges were covered by 

catholicism and patriarchy. Still, we live our daily lives side 
by side with various folklore and religions such as Umbanda, 
the syncretic religion that blends African traditions with 

Catholicism, Spiritism, and Indigenous beliefs, and where 
different male and female entities live in the forests and the 
rivers, protecting and guiding the ones who call for them. 
These folklores are also present in the film. I want to show, 
in a mosaic, that the woman’s relationship with nature 
comes from much earlier in time from any sense we have of 

paganism. Selvagem means two things in the portuguese 

language: wildness and savagery. The nature in this film is 
an unknown force, but not a stranger. It is part of the family, 
is one of the woman in the group. Along with the forces of 

this nature, this family of women gather to give welcome to 
their young ones before they become women. In this film, 
sexuality is greeted and pursued. It doesn’t come from pain. It 
doesn’t mean wrong. It is not to be forgiven. And it is no sin. 

Sexuality, aging, death...They are part of one nature that they 
can’t escape, as humans or as animals. Different from many 
films where nature is evil and dominant, affecting with fear 
the woman in their stories, in Selvagem, nature will bring joy 
and plenitude. The nature, in this sense, is the catalyzer, for 
the women in my tale to release themselves from any inflicted 
ropes. To welcome sexuality, and to welcome what is wild 
inside them. Victoria is a Brazilian-Italian director. After 
working as producer and assistant director in music videos, 
features and shorts, like Anita Rocha da Silveiras’s The Living 
Dead (Director’s Fortnight 2012); she went to Paris to follow a 
Master in Directing at EICAR International. Her graduation 
film, She Walks, premiered at the Rotterdam International 
Film Festival 2015, and has been screened in many festivals 
around the world. She currently lives in London, where she 
works as researcher and creative assistant to diretors at RSA 

Films.Martin works as festivals & sales manager at the Paris 
based sales & coproduction company Indie Sales on films such 
as Disorder by Alice Winocour, The Wakhan Front by Clément 
Cogitore, The White Knights by Joachim Lafosse or Claude 
Barras’ My Life as a Courgette. Charles works with producers 
and film lawyers, both in Paris and Brussels, on setting up 
international coproductions. Together, they have produced 
with Chasse à Courts the webdocumentary Des Pianos dans 
Paris and Victoria’s first short. Chasse à Courts follows young 
filmmakers in the production and international distribution 
of director driven films and new media projects with a strong 
identity. We pay special attention to the festivals circuit for 

the films we defend. What we seek the most is singularity.





DOCUMENTARIES
BURNT BY THE MOON
Dace Puce
STUDIO HARMATTAN
Stefanos Pavlakis
WONDERS OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD
Ursula Romero and Francesco Carrasco
GODLESS - THE TRUTH BEYOND BELIEF
Micael Langer
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BURNT BY 
THE MOON

Dace Puce
Documentary / Latvia
Artist Raul Zitmanis(56) tell about his life and his life choices. 
After graduating academy of art as one of the best, he become 
drug addict and even got in prison. Health problems forced 

him to settle in a wheelchair. Right in the tough moment in 

his life, he started painting again. In some of his paintings he 
managed to picture joy and happiness in spite of his  sorrowful 

life.

Raul has been stuck in a 
wheelchair for 15 years 
due to his life choices 
and his paintings have 
been the only way to 
express his feelings and 
desperation.
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Contact Information
address: Brivibas 84-10, LV-1001, Riga, Latvia
email: dace@marana.lv

mobile: +37129711728
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dace-puce-6b271626?trk=nav_

responsive_tab_profile_pic

Production
Full HD
About 22 min

About the Author
Dace Pūce is director and producer, she has been working 
in event and advertising production since 1997 and in film 
and video production since 2003. At 2016 she graduated 
MA film directing and producing at Latvian Academy of 
Culture. She has studied at Brighton Film School (UK),  New 
York Film Academy(USA) and received S. Meisner acting 
techniques certificate from the True Acting Institute(USA).  
During her career she has produced and directed 5 short 
films, 4 documentaries, 6 music videos and produced various 
commercials. Dace is currently working on several film projects. 
She also teaches acting at the Latvian Culture College and since 
2010 has been running film production workshops around 
the country. Dace Puce has a passion for telling stories about 
extraordinary people and they lives and is keen to share these 
stories through the medium of film.

Note Of Intent
1. I would like get funding to be able to finish the 
documentary and take good quality photos of this paintings. 
photographies of these paintings in good quality. 
2. I’m looking for somebody to help me with 

distribution of this documentary.
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STUDIO 
HARMATTAN

Stefanos Pavlakis
Documentary / Germany
In 2014 we travelled through Benin by car with a tiny crew. We 

crossed the entire country and during our journey we visited 

numerous photo-studios in cities, town and villages. Along our 
route we asked the studio-photographers we met, whether 
we could pose on their sets. Following the West African 
photographic tradition of using props to create a distinct visual 

identity for such portraits, we had brought a set of facial masks 
with us. These were all masks with an iconic status in Western 

culture, spanning North American pop and mainstream films 
to Italian Renaissance theatre. We used the masks on set 

to trigger the surprise and interest of those we met in the 

photo-studios. We filmed our encounters and the efforts to 
realize each imagined undertaking, regardless of whether it 
would ‘succeed’ or ‘fail’ in terms of communication, technical 
resources, or even simply the willingness and disposition to 
participate. Some photographers would refuse to be filmed, 
others had great fun posing with the masks, or even jumped 
into the position of directors, actively participating in the 
shooting. During our journey we encountered all those 
breakdowns, glitches and adventures that one faces when 
travelling in remote places of the world for long periods of 

time. Glimpses of these travelling experiences became part of 
the film, stitching together the different visits we paid to the 
most diverse of photo-studios. Nevertheless, Studio Harmattan 
remains a film about Relation and encounters, rather than yet 
another film documenting a passage through ‘exotic Africa’.

A performative documentary 
and road-movie that takes 
audiences into the heart 
of West Africa’s Benin, 
where poetic and somewhat 
surreal encounters between 
professionals take place, 
when European filmmakers 
with an unusual quest, meet 
local studio photographers. 
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Contact Information
Lucid Walks – www.lucidwalks.com 
8 Kottbusser Damm, L. Stfl. 4. OG, 10967, Berlin, Germany
Stefanos Pavlakis, Director & Producer
Email: stefanos.pavlakis@lucidwalks.com; Tel: +49 176 2538 2452
Panos Adamopoulos, Producer
Email: panos.adamopoulos@lucidwalks.com; Tel: +30 6944 
298909

Production
The documentary film Studio Harmattan was shot in 2013-
2014 in Benin West Africa. The shooting took place during two 

visits – each having an approximate duration of two months 
– by a small film-crew consisting of two Performers, Director, 
Camera Operator and a Production Manager. The project is 
in post-production stage. The director’s current rough edit 

is 45 minutes long and is available for viewing in a password 
protected vimeo link. The structure of the documentary, 
its theme and storyline allow for variable length formats, 
spanning from 45 to 25 minutes. In order to finalize the post-
production process the project requires color correction, sound 
design, sound mixing, final subtitling and graphics. Further 
on music copy right clearances are required according to the 
final selection of the tracks that will be used – subject to the 
available budget for the specific purpose. Studio Harmattan 
has the potential both for festival screenings and for sales to 

TV broadcasters, which include suitable slots for such genre of 
documentaries in their program. 

About the Author
Born in Athens in 1974 Stefanos Pavlakis grew up in a bilingual 

environment, in-between cultures. A training as stage & screen 
actor preceded his academic studies in Film and Photography 
(B.A.), Fine Arts (M.F.A) and his practice-led Ph.D. research 
(in Aesthetics of Relation / Narrative Forms in Contemporary 
Art). Pavlakis worked as video editor for documentary films at 
the independent Scottish production house Beanland Films / 
Wee Red Films. In parallel Pavlakis developed a strong body of 
works in video and sound, which he exhibits internationally 
in contemporary art events. Since 2009 Stefanos Pavlakis 

lives in Berlin and co-owns Expedere, The Story Factory and 
Story Dealer Berlin. The companies offer a unique approach to 
realizing narrative-based experiential public performances, in 
which participants are exposed to the challenge of transforming 
fictive scenarios into ‘real’ events, in the public space. After 
producing the feature length, site-specific audio-walk 
History Remix (2011) for the city of Munich, Pavlakis started 
exploring the narrative potential of essay films. In 2014 Panos 
Adamopoulos and Stefanos Pavlakis founded the independent 

production house Lucid Walks and have produced the essay 
films The Eye of the Beholder (2014) and Drive Through (2015). 
Studio Harmattan, is Pavlakis’ first feature length documentary 
film and is currently at a post-production stage.

Note Of Intent
In 2014 we travelled through Benin by car with a tiny crew. 

We crossed the entire country and during our journey we 

visited numerous photo-studios in cities, town and villages. 
Along our route we asked the studio-photographers we met, 
whether we could pose on their sets. Following the West African 
photographic tradition of using props to create a distinct visual 

identity for such portraits, we had brought a set of facial masks 
with us. These were all masks with an iconic status in Western 

culture, spanning North American pop and mainstream films to 
Italian Renaissance theatre. We used the masks on set to trigger 

the surprise and interest of those we met in the photo-studios. 

We filmed our encounters and the efforts to realize each 
imagined undertaking, regardless of whether it would ‘succeed’ 
or ‘fail’ in terms of communication, technical resources, or even 
simply the willingness and disposition to participate. Some 

photographers would refuse to be filmed, others had great fun 
posing with the masks, or even jumped into the position of 
directors, actively participating in the shooting. During our 
journey we encountered all those breakdowns, glitches and 
adventures that one faces when travelling in remote places of 

the world for long periods of time. Glimpses of these travelling 
experiences became part of the film, stitching together the 
different visits we paid to the most diverse of photo-studios. 
Nevertheless, Studio Harmattan remains a film about Relation 
and encounters, rather than yet another film documenting a 
passage through ‘exotic Africa’.
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WONDERS OF 
THE SPIRITUAL 
WORLD

Ursula Romero and Francesco Carrasco
Documentary / UK
About 3 hours drive to the north from one of the largest capitals 
in the world and in China, Bejing, lies the little community of 
Siwantze.  At first the large construction sights shock in this 
rather beautiful mountain region.  Once we get closer and look 
around the entire mountain region seem quite barren, since it is 
very close to the Mongolian boarder and the weather conditions 

harsh. As one drives into town along a river, it becomes clear, 
that it is a typical case of a charming traditional chinese village 

being eaten up by excessively fast growing new development 
and anything that reminds of any past, gets destroyed.  In this 
case it is one of the major sights that are being built up for 

the upcoming Winter Olympics in Beijing, where millions of 
people will for sure get rid of any true evidence of what was 

once there. Amongst all this construction and destruction, there 
are still some reminders of the real village life left, which must 
have been a true gem at some point.  Referred to by some of 

its early visitors and missionaries as the Nazareth within Asia. 

The further one heads up into the very old and traditional part 

of town, the more enchanting it becomes.  The entire village, 
or what is left of it, is built into the red rock that surrounds 
the city, all houses and shops built out of mud and, in what 
seems to be the main entrance, a wall painting still showing 
“Mao” greeting everyone. By revealing the more than 300 year 
old history of on of the longest living Christian settlements in 
Asia, this little town turns out to be a true tale of endurance and 
survival through decades of persesecution, which has time and 
time again ocurred to pretty much any religion in the world.

This is a truly 
inspiring story 
that restores faith 
in the sometimes 
so tainted 
spiritual world.
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Contact Information
Ursula Romero, Calle Villanueva 21, 1 izquierda, Madrid 28001, 
Spain.

Telephone: +34608577478
E-mail: uromero@isbtv.es

Production
Interviews will be done in China with village people, 
congregation members and clergy men from Siwantze and the 

surrounding areas.  There will also be some research done on 

belgian and french clergymen, that may know about this place 
or may know some of the last missionaries that were there.  

Historical archive material should be found and shown. The 

film needs to be shot in a very delicate way, since China is still 
pretty sensitive with anyone coming in to film.  The contacts 
there are already made and their will to cooperate is very 

big.  I would like to shoot the film in a cinematic style since I 
believe that the historical bit will come out to shine more. I am 

very inspired by Zhang Yimou’s style and that is what I would 
like the film to have; a beautiful tale about a very simple yet 
powerful community told.  It should be told in a narrative way, 
so that the spectator is not sure at times wether it is fiction 
or documentary. Except for a few photographs and historical 
archive footage, if any is available, everything will be shot on 
the spot and will be accompanied by some material that has 

been shot in previous years to show the change over the last few 

years.

About the Author
Ursula Romero decided to get into film after spending many 
years in international broadcast television. She has gained a 

degree in film studies from the University of Utah in America, 
but was still keen to develop and expand her understanding 
of the practical film making process, which she knew would 
be offered at the LFA and was the reason she chose to study 
this course. Born in Madrid to a Spanish Father and a German 
Mother her love and knowledge of European cinema has always 

been apparent and this has enabled her to experiment with 
different styles and genres of filmmaking. Being very much a 
‘hands on’ person with a thirst for knowledge a practical film 
making course was always going to be a natural progression 

and with her previous experience she now has the ability to offer 
a wide range of skills in both the film and television industries.    

Note Of Intent
I fell in love with Siwantze from the first moment I arrived.  
This place had something to tell, and when we went for a walk 
into town to take a break we stumbled upon this amazing 

typical Christian Cathedral that was being rebuilt and at the 
same time some of the village women were using the steps 

to dry beans on.  It was so surreal and unbelievable that we 

had to stay and investigate and what we stumbled upon was 

a 300 year old cemetery dedicated to missionairies coming 
from Portugal, Belgium and France that had travelled to this 
lost place along the boarders of Mongolia.  They had travelled 

there, been persecuted and in some occasions killed, but 
everyone seems to agree that this little place that we found 

hidden in the chinese mountains, outside the Great Wall, 
has managed to survive over the years and maintain its deep 

christian faith.  As a baptized catholic and non believer I 

find this story and its history truly amazing, since it depicts 
to me what true spirituality is supposed to be.  Happiness, 
friendliness and togetherness.  A true community where 

everyone helps eachother and respects eachother.  This is 

a place where believing is still a wonderful thing and these 

places need to be cherished, respected and documented.  I 
would like to document and tell this wonderful story, since 
I believe that the upcoming Olympics will destroy this little 
“Nazareth” of Asia.
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GODLESS - THE 
TRUTH BEYOND 
BELIEF

Micael Langer
Documentary / Brazil
The misconception, prejudice and persecution of non-believers 
tear families apart, end political careers, and threaten the 
stability of the workplace. In America, people find it acceptable 
to offend atheists on national television and in 13 countries they 
can be even sentenced to death. Is such intolerance rooted only 

in ancient scriptures, or are there other reasons why otherwise 
normal, law-abiding citizens are demonized and alienated on 
a daily basis? What are the consequences of this situation on a 
personal, professional and public levels? Are closeted atheists 
the “new gays”?

”Godless - The Truth Beyond Belief” does not discuss the 
existence of God, but try to understand the foul behaviors 
sometimes adopted on his name.

Investigates 
one of the last 
frontiers in civil 
liberties and 
human rights: 
Atheism
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Contact Information
Micael Langer
micael@flowfilmproductions.com
+55-21-99133-9177

Production
A third of the film has already been shot. In order to finish it, 
we need another round of shooting in the US and one around 

the world, in countries like England, Norway, Israel and 
Bangladesh. Regarding Post-Production, this is a film that will 
rely heavily on infographics and animation, not only because 
there is a lot of data to be discussed and compared, but also 
because the subject of discrimination and persecution requires 
a visually engaging atmosphere to compensate for its weight.

About the Author
Working in advertising, TV and cinema for over 15 years, Micael 
Langer established himself as a director since 2004. He’s been 
a TV director for Rede Globo, Brazil´s biggest TV Network 
since 2011 and now is fully dedicated to this project, but taking 
eventual freelance jobs in the meantime. His last documentary, 
“Simonal - No One Knows How tough it Was” had a great career 
in international festivals an won many awards.

Note Of Intent
The word “atheist” carries such a stigma that even atheists 

themselves are trying to avoid it, using terms like agnostic, 
secular, freethinker, skeptic, non-believer. Some people even 
respond in surveys that they don´t believe in god but are 

“not an atheist!”. “GODLESS – The Truth Beyond Belief” will 
not be marketed only to non-believers in the hopes that if 

enough people are confronted by this kind of information, 
we can actually create positive change. To do that, it will not 
debate the existence of a deity, or the place of religion in our 
modern world. Instead, it will shine some light on a problem 
that many people choose to ignore, which can be the cause of 
great personal grief, can tear families and relationships apart, 
or—even in the 21st Century—can have a person sentenced to 
death.





TV SHOWS
PLAY IS MY PASSION
Stefanos Pavlakis
THE WIND-UPS
Irene Chica Perez
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PLAY 
IS MY 
PASSION

Stefanos Pavlakis
TV Series / Germany
A series of short documentaries on invented, eccentric sports practiced around the world. The 
red line through the series threads a road-movie like exploration of places and cultures with 
compellingly different, stunning, wild and funny sports invented around the world.
These urban, subcultural games create strong bonds between players. More than entertainment 
and social pastime, each different sport supports the forming of micro-communities with a sense of 
identity, dignity and pride. Spread around the world as they are, they nevertheless bear a number of 
similarities:

·      They are self-invented, urban and cool!
·      Although often tough, these sports transport the values of friendship, solidarity and fair play to 
the rules.

·      They appear exotic for a viewer, and yet have tight relations to the history of a place or group of 
people.

·      They bring people together by creating a strong sense of collective identity.

·      They lend those involved dignity and a sense of self.

The duration of each episode could be 15 to 25 minutes, subject to the preferred and available slots 
of the potential broadcaster. The corresponding overall theme and similar narrative structure and 

visual style of each episode brand the entire series as a unique and distinct TV program:
Opening – Introduction to the city and neighborhood (if relevant): atmospheric shots with voice-
over narration putting people and place into scene and outlining how the sport developed over the 

years.

Meeting the Character – Introduction to the life of the episode’s main characters (one or two): they 
are full heartedly involved in the sport, either as sportsmen and women or as organizers, or by 
playing a vital role in it (e.g. as referees, or passionate fans). We follow the characters through their 
everyday life and understand why the sport makes up a central part of their lives, forming a parallel 
identity that strengthens their entire lives.

The Game Day – The core of each episode, that unfolds presenting: preparation of the field or 
premises; preparations of the group and fans; start of the game (ritual procedures, props and songs); 
the game itself; the closing of the game (winners, award ceremonies, celebrations, etc.)
Epilogue – Fare well to people and city in atmospheric location shots and with touching last words 
from the characters or community. A short voiceover on the next episode’s journey pokes an 
audience’s interest.

“If you ‘re after 
a fellowship 
propelled by 
emotion, invent 
a game.” 
Johan Huizinga
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Contact Information
Lucid Walks – www.lucidwalks.com
8 Kottbusser Damm, L. Stfl. 4. OG, 10967, Berlin, Germany
 

Stefanos Pavlakis, Director & Producer
Email: stefanos.pavlakis@lucidwalks.com; Tel: +49 176 2538 2452
 

Panos Adamopoulos, Producer
Email: panos.adamopoulos@lucidwalks.com; Tel: +30 6944 298909

Production
The series is produced by a flexible, yet solid, production team 
including: Director, Producer, Production Manager, DOP, 
Camera Operator, Sound Engineer, Editor and Researcher. 
In each place, a local coordinator and interpreter will join the 
Team. Our current research has identified over 20 relevant 
cases around the world, where place and sport are promising a 
good story and stunning imagery. We will put together a well-

planned shooting and production schedule considering the total 

of shooting locations around the world and the specific times 
that each different sports-event takes place, as to minimize 
the logistic aspects of the production and utilize resources and 

budget efficiently.

About the Author
Born in Athens in 1974 Stefanos Pavlakis grew up in a bilingual 

environment, in-between cultures. A training as stage & screen 
actor preceded his academic studies in Film and Photography 
(B.A.), Fine Arts (M.F.A) and his practice-led Ph.D. research 
(in Aesthetics of Relation / Narrative Forms in Contemporary 
Art). Pavlakis worked as video editor for documentary films at 
the independent Scottish production house Beanland Films / 
Wee Red Films. In parallel Pavlakis developed a strong body of 
works in video and sound, which he exhibits internationally 
in contemporary art events. Since 2009 Stefanos Pavlakis 

lives in Berlin and co-owns Expedere, The Story Factory and 
Story Dealer Berlin. The companies offer a unique approach to 
realizing narrative-based experiential public performances, in 
which participants are exposed to the challenge of transforming 
fictive scenarios into ‘real’ events, in the public space. After 
producing the feature length, site-specific audio-walk 
History Remix (2011) for the city of Munich, Pavlakis started 
exploring the narrative potential of essay films. In 2014 Panos 
Adamopoulos and Stefanos Pavlakis founded the independent 

production house Lucid Walks and have produced the essay 
films The Eye of the Beholder (2014) and Drive Through (2015). 
Studio Harmattan, is Pavlakis’ first feature length documentary 
film and is currently at a post-production stage.

Note Of Intent
Play Is My Passion combines the social and cultural narratives 

of people who come together to play, with the TV audience’s 
universal desire to travel and experience adventures. Each of 
the series’ episodes showcases a different place in the world 
and tells the unique story of a group of people passionate with 
a specific subcultural sport. From the Indonesian Fireball 
players, to the English Cheese Rollers, the Egyptian Pigeon 
Racers, the Italian Fight-Club handball sportsmen, to the 
Kazakh horse rugby players, all sports have in common that 
they relieve people from their sorrows and make them heroes 

– even if only for a day!

 

Each episode singles out one character and lets the story of 

a game, a group and a subculture unfold through his or her 
life. The character might be a player, a referee, a master of 
rites of sorts, or even the game’s inventor. He (or she) unpacks 
local life-stories, while actually speaking about a passion for 
a particular sport. The unique mood on which Play Is My 
Passion thrives, builds up through the contrasts between each 
episode’s narrative structure – which remains similar –  and 
the diversity of characters, cities and sports presented from 
one episode to the next. Every episode becomes a stunning 
documentary road movie, a genuine encounter with people 
and an adventure in culture and sport.
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THE 
WIND UP-
UPS

Irene Chica Perez
TV Series / Spain
The Wind-Ups is a 3D animated sketch show for tv/web and the 
young adult/adult audience about the adventures of little, but 
not at all innocent, wind-up toys.
They don’t speak, but really like action, and their playfield is 
limitless! In this series of
three-minute short films, wind-ups are always disturbing each 
other, they run, burn,
dance, crash, have sex, chase after one another and destroy 
everything in their path. In

this whole mess, the weakest wind-ups both shake things up 
and put them in order at the end. The Wind-Ups encourages 

laughing at social taboos about sex, death, violence, 
cannibalism, absurdity. That’s the point of the series, get over 
taboos making fun of them.

They’re 
coming - what 
a busy day!
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Contact Information
Production company – LeonStudio
Head of Studio

Javier León
C/ Real nº186
11100 San Fernando (Cádiz)
Spain

+34 956 556 506
+34 671 085 247
javier@leonstudio.info

www.leonstudio.tv

 

Author and Director – Irene Chica
+34 622 58 94 17
irenechica1@gmail.comt

Production
Formats – TV/Web Series
Length – 15 x 3’
Genre – Farse / Comedy / Satire
Style – Animated Sketch Show (funny short films)
Audience – Young Adults/Adults
Technique – 3D Computer Animation
Language – English
Country of production – Spain
Production company – LeonStudio
Author and Director – Irene Chica
Status – Production of the pilot episode
Looking for funding and broadcasters
Budget – 8.000-10.000 per episode

About the Author
Here is an ideas-maker born in Cádiz (Spain) who loves creating 
her own animation projects. All started drawing, writing 
and doing live action, stop motion, 2D digital animation and 
video art, but one day I discovered 3D and quickly became a 
passionate!
So “The Dynamic” (2013) was my first 3D animated short film 
after months as an intense self-taught student at home (Best 
Animated Short Film Award at Festival Creando 2013).
“The Wind-Ups” series (2015) is my first 3D animation project 
undertaken as a professional production (selected at Cartoon 
Springboard 2015, Animac Incubator 2016, Cross Video Days 
2016, New Animation & Cartoon International Film Festival 
2016).
After I graduated from University of Sevilla in Audiovisual 
Communication, where I learnt a lot about cinema, I went to 
Pepe School Land in Barcelona, where I learnt to love character 
animation.

Note Of Intent
The Wind-Ups was born from her author’s deep desire to 

engage with people, like when you make everyone laugh with a 
good joke in a conversation!
For the sake of this…. why an animated series where penis 
meets pussy or crazy swimmer gets into duck’s asshole? Cause 
humour (which animation allows) is the best way ever, and 
cause that’s the kind of stuff you always wanted to see *but 
were afraid to ask.

LeonStudio is continuously challenging itself through 
innovative aesthetics (unique stopmotion, handmade, 
miniature look in 3D that seems to be absolutely real), getting
into different fields (jewelry advertising) and exploring the 
new exciting languages (virtual reality). Now it’s time to also 
develop original animation content, and nothing better than 
through this series as non-conformist as the own team that 

makes it.

The 3D animation technique used at LeonStudio leads you to 
wonder whether those wind-up toys that you are watching on 

screen are real or not, but just enough to notice the cartoon 
appearance behind. So this perfectly fits in a series that every 
time tries to throw you into disarray.

One thing, for sure, is that every time after testing The 
Wind-Ups with a bunch of grown-ups, they loved it! So how 
characters in plain white scenery with no facial gestures, no 
human mobility and no dialogues conquer everyone who sees 
them in action? Cause we give them so much charisma on the 
basis of clever and daring sripts.

Many things await for The Wind-Ups, since we strongly 
believe that through this silly family of toys we are shaping a 

very particular animated world, as memorable as those
animated shows that we have always admired.



FRIDAY, JUNE 24TH
10:00 - 17:00 
FEATURE FILM SESSION

SATURDAY, JUNE 25TH
10:00 - 12:30
SHORT FILM SESSION
14:00 - 17:15
DOCUMENTARY FILM AND TV SERIES’ SESSION



FEST New Directors|
New Films Festival
Chegados à decima segunda edição, o FEST traz a 
Portugal aquele que possivelmente poderá ser o programa 
cinematográfico mais completo de sempre. Alguns dos mais 
relevantes filmes do circuito internacional de festivais estarão 
presentes no Fest 2016, oferecendo um olhar completo de alguns 
dos trabalhos mais inovadores produzidos por aqueles que são 
a elite de novos cineastas do cinema mundial. // On its 12th 
edition FEST brings what could very easely be interpreted as its 
most relevant film program ever. Some of the most influential 
and talked about films in the international film festival circuit 
are on display here, offering a wide spread view of the best and 
most innovative works out there made by the most promising 

figures in world cinema.

FEST Training Ground
O FEST- Training Ground é um evento educacional de cinema 
que ocorre ao mesmo tempo que o FEST – Novos Realizadores 
| Novo Cinema. Consiste numa semana de masterclasses, 
palestras, workshops e debates levados a cabo por pesos-
pesados da indústria cinematográfica a nível mundial, desde 
realizadores, produtores, directores de fotografia, actores, 
directores de casting, etc. Os nossos oradores convidados 
deslocamse a Espinho para partilhar as suas experiências e 
know-how, prontos para discutir os seus trabalhos e as suas 
carreiras e para se inspirarem com a energia e a creatividade 

próprios de cineastas em início de carreira. // FEST – Training 
Ground is a Film education event that takes places alongside 
FEST – NEW Festival Directors | New Films Festival. It’s a 
full week of masterclasses, lectures, workshops, and debates 
headed by heavyweights of the international film industry- 
from directors, producers, cinematographers, to actors, casting 
agents and costume designers. Our guest speakers come here 
to share their experience and know-how, ready to discuss their 
craft and their careers and to get inspired in turn by the energy 
and creativity of up and coming filmmakers.

FEST Networking Dinners
FEST – Networking Dinners é uma excelente oportunidade de 
networking onde p público partilha uma mesa de jantar com os 

convidados do evento. Já assistimos a acontecimentos incríveis 

durante estes jantares, tal como pessoas a serem contratadas 
ou projectos a serem iniciados, uma vez que as pessoas se 
relacionam de uma forma genuína e informal neste local. Esta 

é uma oportunidade única de network com alguns dos maiores 
profissionais do cinema a nível mundial. // FEST – Networking 
Dinners is an excellent networking opportunity where the 
public can share a dinner table with the guests of the event. We 

have seen many great things happening at these dinners, such 
as people being hired, great new projects starting as people get 
connected in a genuine and informal way. This is an absolutely 

unique opportunity
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Pitching Spot

1 Espinho Municipality
2 Parque João  de Deus
3 Multimeios 
4 Camping Espinho
5 Train Station
6 Espinho Guesthouse
7 Aparthotel Solverde
8 Casino Espinho
8 PraiaGolf Hotel
10 Restaurante Avenida 8
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O FEST Pitching Forum é uma plataforma que permite aos 
novos cineastas apresentar os seus projetos a produtores, 
financiadores e investidores de topo, que estão em busca de 
novos projetos e novas ideias. Em
5 minutos cada participante é convidado a expor o seu 
projeto, da forma que achar mais adequada, a produtores de 
excelência que procuram projetos para produzir ou financiar. 
Nos dias seguintes, os participantes selecionados vão poder 
apresentar os seus projetos a um painel de produtores, em 
4 sessões distintas: Longa-Metragem, Curta-Metragem, 
Documentário e Série de TV. No final de cada pitch, há 10 
minutos para o feedback dos produtores. Os experts poderão 
dar os melhores e mais construtivos conselhos, baseados na 
sua experiência. 

// FEST Pitching Forum is a platform for upcoming 
filmmakers to present their projects to top industry producers, 
financiers, fund managers and investors who are looking 
to finance, produce or develop new projects. In a 5 minute 
pitch, each participant will be asked to unwrap their project, 
in whatever way seems more appropriate, to top industry 
producers, who are looking to finance, produce or develop 
new projects.. On the following days, participants will pitch 
their film projects in front of a panel of Experts divided into 
4 sessions: Feature Film; Short Film; Documentary and TV 
Series. At the end of each pitch, there will be 10 minutes for 
feedback and discussion from the experts. The experts will be 
able to give better and more constructive feedback based on 
their years of experience and knowledge.


